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COVER: 
Young English stars 
Phil Foden (left) 
and Mason Mount 
compete for the 
ball in Porto
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I N S I G H T  A N D 
A N A LY S I S
UEFA’S TECHNICAL OBSERVERS 
PICKED OUT THE KEY TRENDS 
AND TALKING POINTS OF THE 
SEASON TO INFORM COACHES OF 
DEVELOPMENTS AT THE HIGHEST 
LEVEL OF CLUB FOOTBALL

This review of the 2020/21 UEFA Champions League 
season serves as a record of a campaign that spanned 
125 matches between the start of the group stage in 
October 2020 and the final in Porto on 29 May 2021. 

The 22nd Champions League technical report 
of its kind, it aims to provide a meaningful analysis 
of the action through the input of UEFA’s technical 
observers. A member of this team analysed each 
of the 29 fixtures played in the knockout rounds. 
Their insights provided the substance for the 
talking points in the report, as well as informing 
the summaries of the playing styles of the top 16 
clubs which feature in the team profiles section. 

UEFA’s team of technical observers for 2020/21 
comprised Packie Bonner (Republic of Ireland), 
Cosmin Contra (Romania), Corinne Diacre (France), 
Dušan Fitzel (Czech Republic), Robbie Keane 
(Republic of Ireland), Roberto Martínez (Spain), Ginés 
Meléndez (Spain), John Peacock (England), Gareth 
Southgate (England) and Patrick Vieira (France).

The report is backed by statistical analysis and with 
the trends identified, UEFA aims to provide not just a 
record of the season but a beneficial tool for coaches 
across the continent. It will be made available to 
members of the coaching family and, hopefully, 
will help inform development coaches about the 
prevailing styles and strategies, as well as the qualities 
needed, at the elite end of European club football.

César Azpilicueta strides 
out onto the pitch at the 

Estádio do Dragão 
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GROUP G

GROUP C

GROUP H

GROUP D

GROUP E

GROUP A

GROUP F

GROUP B

Juventus 
(JUV)

FC Dynamo Kyiv 
(DK)

FC Krasnodar 
(KRA)

AFC Ajax 
(AJX) 

SS Lazio 
(LAZ)

RB Leipzig 
(LEI)

Club Brugge 
(BRU)

Manchester 
United 

(MU)

FC Zenit 
(ZEN)

İstanbul 
Başakşehir 

(BFK)

Borussia 
Dortmund 

(BVB)

Paris  
Saint-Germain 

(PAR)

FC Salzburg 
(SBG) 

FC Internazionale 
Milano 

(INT) 

FC Midtjylland 
(MID) 

FC Bayern 
München 

(BAY)

Ferencvárosi TC 
(FER)

Stade Rennais FC 
(REN)

Chelsea FC 
(CHE) 

FC Lokomotiv 
Moskva 

(LMO) 

FC Shakhtar 
Donetsk 

(SHK) 

VfL Borussia 
Mönchengladbach 

(MON) 

Manchester  
City FC 

(MC) 

FC Porto 
(POR) 

Olympique de 
Marseille 

(OM) 

Club Atlético  
de Madrid 

(ATL) 

Liverpool FC 
(LIV)

FC Barcelona 
(BAR)

Sevilla FC 
(SEV)

Real Madrid CF 
(RM)

Olympiacos FC 
(OLY) 

Atalanta BC 
(ATA)
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Chelsea celebrate 
Kai Havertz’s goal 
in the final
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C H A N G E  F O R 
T H E  B E T T E R
THOMAS TUCHEL BUILT ON DEEP FOUNDATIONS 
AT CHELSEA ON ARRIVING MIDWAY THROUGH 
THE SEASON,  AND HIS SIDE GREW IN STRENGTH 
WITH EVERY  G AME THEY PLAYED
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GROUP STAGE 
The first action of note on Manchester City’s road to 
Porto was a goal conceded, coincidentally, to a Porto 
player. What proved significant about Luis Díaz’s 
14th-minute strike in Manchester on 21 October was 
it would be the only one that they conceded in the 
group stage. City’s defensive improvement in 2020/21 
brought five successive clean sheets thereafter in 
Group C – the club’s first such sequence in Europe 
since their triumphant 1969/70 Cup Winners’ Cup 
campaign. Porto, equally, did not concede again in 
the group stage after that opening 3-1 loss, with 
goalkeeper Agustín Marchesín achieving a club record 
of five consecutive Champions League shutouts.

With only two goals against, Chelsea were almost 
as solid in their Group E campaign overseen by Frank 
Lampard. At the other end of the pitch, Olivier Giroud 
showed his enduring excellence – first with the 
added-time header at Rennes which secured Chelsea 
qualification with two games to spare, and then by 
scoring all four in the Matchday 5 victory at Sevilla. 
That rush of goals past debutant goalkeeper Alfonso 
Pastor made Giroud, at 34 years and 63 days, the 
competition’s oldest hat-trick scorer since a then 
38-year-old Ferenc Puskás in 1965. It was, in fairness 
to Sevilla, a much-changed home side who had already 
qualified; their more customary face was shown in 
their previous home fixture when they recovered from 

two goals down with ten men to beat Krasnodar 3-2.
In a condensed group stage – running from 20 

October to 9 December – the big surprise on the 
opening matchday was the 3-2 victory at Real Madrid 
by a Shakhtar Donetsk side missing 13 first-team 
players. The visitors’ starting XI contained eight 
players under 23 yet they led 3-0 by half-time with 
Tetê and Manor Solomon, both 21, scoring. Despite 
also losing away against Shakhtar, Madrid had the 
know-how to get through as Group B winners – their 
25th passage through the group stage – with the 
help of home-and-away wins against Inter Milan and 
a last-day success over Borussia Mönchengladbach 
thanks to two goals by Karim Benzema (not the last 
time he would come to the rescue). As for Shakhtar, 
they missed out on qualification via the head-to-head 
rule as Gladbach reached the last 16 for the first time 
since 1978 with the help of their 6-0 win in Ukraine.

It was not the sole Bundesliga success story. Holders 
Bayern München cruised through Group A, scoring 18 
times – four against Atlético de Madrid in their opening 
fixture – and dropping their only points in the return 
at second-placed Atleti on Matchday 5. Prior to that 
Madrid meeting, Bayern had matched Atlético’s record 
of 15 straight wins in a single European competition 
(in the Rojiblancos’ case, the UEFA Europa League) 
but a 1-1 draw stopped the sequence there.

Kingsley Coman 
scores for Bayern 
as they kicked off 
the defence of their 
title with a 4-0 win 
against Atlético

8
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Borussia Dortmund showcased youth in 
winning Group F ahead of undefeated runners-
up Lazio. They began the group stage with Jude 
Bellingham (at 17 years and 113 days) becoming 
the youngest English player to start a UEFA 
Champions League fixture and ended it with 
Youssoufa Moukoko becoming the competition’s 
youngest player in their December victory at 
Zenit, 18 days after his 16th birthday. All of which 
made 20-year-old Erling Haaland look almost a 
veteran as he reached Christmas with 16 goals 
from his first 12 Champions League appearances.

Missing important defenders, Liverpool 
blooded youngsters too – with Billy Koumetio 
becoming, at 18 years and 25 days, the youngest 
player in their long European Cup history in 
the 1-1 Group D draw at Midtjylland. It was a 
landmark night for the Danish side too as they 
earned their first Champions League point. 
Typical of a campaign where home advantage 
was diluted, the Anfield club’s best performance 
had come in a 5-0 win at Atalanta, featuring 
a Diogo Jota hat-trick, yet the Bergamo side 
then won in the reverse fixture (in Gianpiero 
Gasperini’s 200th game in charge) and at Ajax to 
reach the last 16 for the second year running.

It was an away victory for Juventus at Camp 
Nou that meant Barcelona failed to win their 

0
Manchester City’s 
Matchday 5 stalemate 
at Porto was their first 
in the competition 
under Pep Guardiola

6
Barcelona’s Ronald 
Koeman became 
the fifth coach to 
lead six teams in the 
Champions League 
after Claudio Ranieri, 
José Mourinho, Rafael 
Benítez and Carlo 
Ancelotti (the Italian 
has coached eight)

15
Bayern established 
a record 15-match 
Champions League 
winning streak

23
Sevilla had 23 shots  
but just one goal in 
their 1-0 win over 
Rennes

25
Real Madrid advanced 
from the group stage 
for the 25th time from 
25 appearances

section for the first time in 14 seasons, a 3-0 
win which ensured first place in Group G for the 
Italian side who had suffered a 2-0 loss to the 
Blaugrana six weeks earlier. This was a group 
filled with milestones: Dynamo Kyiv coach Mircea 
Lucescu set one on Matchday 1 by becoming 
the oldest coach to take charge of a Champions 
League fixture at 75 years and 83 days. Lucescu 
was then on the receiving end of another feat 
of longevity as Cristiano Ronaldo, now 35, 
scored his 750th career goal in Juventus’s 3-0 
win against Dynamo. At the other end of the 
age scale, Barcelona became the first team to 
have two scorers aged 17 or under in a UEFA 
Champions League match when Ansu Fati and 
Pedri scored in their opening match against 
Ferencváros, the Hungarian titleholders returning 
to the group stage after a 25-year absence.

Finally to Thomas Tuchel, the man who 
ended the season by overseeing Chelsea’s final 
triumph over Manchester City. He began it with 
a 2-1 home defeat by Manchester United as 
manager of Paris Saint-Germain. Yet when Paris 
turned the tables with a 3-1 win at Old Trafford 
on Matchday 5, that opened the way to them 
winning Group H after United succumbed 3-2 
to Leipzig on 8 December – the Bundesliga 
side also progressing to the Round of 16.

Karim Benzema 
moved into 
joint-fourth on the 
all-time European 
Cup scorers’ list
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ROUND OF 16
The Round of 16 ended with Kylian Mbappé and 
Erling Haaland propelling their respective teams 
into the last eight, and both Lionel Messi and 
Cristiano Ronaldo left on the outside looking in.

In Messi’s case, he saw Mbappé flatten his 
Barcelona side with a fabulous hat-trick in Paris 
Saint-Germain’s 4-1 first-leg success at Camp 
Nou – the hosts’ heaviest European home loss 
since 1998. Mauricio Pochettino, installed in 
January as Thomas Tuchel’s successor, was 
missing Neymar and Ángel Di María yet had 
impressive balance in midfield with Leandro 
Paredes and Marco Verratti – a duo adept at 
receiving under pressure and progressing the 
ball – plus Mbappé, whose speed, co-ordination 
and precision were captured in the hat-trick 
strike that followed a breakaway from the 
edge of the visitors’ box. Barcelona changed 
formation in Paris, with Frenkie de Jong 
dropping into a back three, and they dominated 
possession (71.8%) and created 17 chances 
but scored just once, an outstanding Messi 
strike from 30 metres. Yet Messi’s failure to 
beat Keylor Navas from the penalty spot in first-
half added time – one of the Costa Rican’s nine 
saves on the night – was pivotal. 

Ronaldo, for his part, was in a Juventus side 
who, for the second season running, lost at this 
stage on away goals. Porto’s aggressive high 
pressing yielded a second-minute reward in the 
first leg with a back pass by Rodrigo Bentancur, 
under pressure, falling short for Mehdi Taremi 
to score. Porto caught Juventus off guard again 
for Moussa Marega’s second at the start of the 
second period. 

After Federico Chiesa’s first-time finish sent 
Juventus home with an away goal, his two 
goals back in Turin took the second leg into 
extra time. Andrea Pirlo’s side fired over cross 
after cross – Juan Cuadrado alone posted 
15 completed centres – yet Pepe embodied 
Porto’s resilience with 12 headed clearances 
as they sat deep, their wingers dropping to 
form a back six at times. And despite Taremi’s 
dismissal, they prevailed through Sérgio 
Oliveira’s second goal of the night – a free-
kick that passed through the legs of Cristiano 
Ronaldo. Thus, for the first time in 16 years, 
there would be neither Messi nor Ronaldo in the 
last eight.

The other forward dominating the headlines, 
Haaland, was fundamental in Borussia 
Dortmund beating a Sevilla side who, according 
to coach Julen Lopetegui, were “better in three 
of the four halves”. Sevilla goalkeeper Yassine 
Bounou had gone seven matches without 
conceding but by the 43rd minute, Dortmund 
had three goals in the first leg in Spain. 
Mahmoud Dahoud struck from distance after 
Haaland had brushed aside three defenders; 
then the Norwegian added two himself. Trailing 
3-2, Sevilla fell further behind in Germany 
when Dortmund scored with their first chance 
– Haaland converting after Jules Koundé had 
lost the ball in a sortie upfield. Yet after Haaland 
claimed his 20th Champions League goal with a 
twice-taken penalty, Sevilla’s resilience showed; 
Youssef En-Nesyri scoring twice – the second 
from one of the visitors’ 38 crosses from open 
play – but it was all to no avail.

0
Against Atlético, Chelsea 
kept a sixth straight 
home clean sheet since 
Thomas Tuchel’s arrival

1 
Number of home wins 
in the eight Round of 16 
first-leg ties

10 
Saves made by Porto’s 
Agustín Marchesín at 
Juventus

845 
Passes attempted by 
Barcelona in the second 
leg against Paris, the 
most in any match in 
2020/21

62 
Juventus crosses in their 
second leg against Porto, 
23 of them completed

70 
Karim Benzema reached 
70 Champions League 
goals with his opener 
against Atalanta

Lionel Messi feels the 
pain of Barça’s defeat
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Dortmund’s interim coach Edin Terzić, the 
replacement for Lucien Favre, dismissed in 
December, was not the only recently installed 
German coach with cause for satisfaction. 
Frank Lampard’s replacement at Chelsea, 
Thomas Tuchel, oversaw a 3-0 aggregate win 
over Atlético de Madrid. In Atlético’s nominal 
home leg in Bucharest – scene of their 2012 
UEFA Europa League final triumph – Chelsea’s 
forwards and wing-backs pushed high, which 
meant Atleti’s back three became a back five 
and even, at times, a six when, with right wing-
back Marcos Llorente pulled inside by Timo 
Werner’s movement, Ángel Correa stepped 
back to plug the gap. 

Olivier Giroud’s overhead effort earned 
Chelsea the first-leg advantage and though 
Diego Simeone reverted to a more familiar 
1-4-4-2 at Stamford Bridge, the Spanish 
champions-elect were overrun by a powerful 
Blues side who pressed quickly and mixed 
swift offensive transitions with controlled 
build-up play.

The only Spanish survivors were Real Madrid, 
who won their first leg at Atalanta with Isco 
deployed as a false nine in a 1-4-3-3. Madrid 
smothered the middle of the pitch to deny 
Atalanta space and from the 18th minute had 
a man extra after Remo Freuler’s red card. It 
was left-back Ferland Mendy who won the 
game with a right-foot strike from distance, his 
first in the Champions League. Back in Madrid, 
Atalanta goalkeeper Marco Sportiello kicked the 

ball straight to Luka Modrić who teed up Karim 
Benzema for his 70th goal in the competition 
and Sergio Ramos posted his 15th (and last for 
Madrid) from the penalty spot in a 3-1 victory.

Holders Bayern München profited from the 
aggressive pressing that forced errors from 
Lazio in an eventual 6-2 aggregate success, 
starting with Mateo Musacchio’s misplaced 
back-pass for Roberto Lewandowski’s opening 
first-leg goal in Rome. It was a night noteworthy 
for Jamal Musiala becoming, at 17 years and 
363 days, the second-youngest player to score 
in the UEFA Champions League knockout stage.

An overall talking point was the number of 
away victories (seven) in the eight first legs, 
albeit with the Borussia Mönchengladbach-
Manchester City and Leipzig-Liverpool ties, 
both legs were staged on neutral ground in 
Budapest. City beat Gladbach 2-0 both times, 
with left-back João Cancelo catching the eye 
in the first game, joining Rodri in midfield and 
setting up both goals with in-swinging crosses.  

Like Gladbach, Leipzig looked to press high 
and trouble Liverpool with fast transitions 
to attack – Dani Olmo hitting the post – but 
they too fell to a 2-0 first-leg loss, undermined 
by defensive errors punished ruthlessly by 
Mohamed Salah and Sadio Mané. The splendid 
move for Salah’s goal in the second leg 
highlighted Liverpool’s counterattacking ability 
– and began with an interception by Fabinho, a 
calming influence who broke up play time and 
again on the night. 

Kylian Mbappé 
was unstoppable 
against Barcelona
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QUARTER-FINALS
For Chelsea, the quarter-finals brought a return 
to Seville, where they had won handsomely in 
the group stage and now played both legs of 
their tie against Porto. While their target was a 
first semi-final spot in seven years, Porto had 
not reached the Champions League’s last four 
since their 2004 triumph and they entered the 
first leg missing the suspended Sérgio Oliveira. 
Sérgio Conceição switched to a 1-4-5-1 but 
though his side posted more attempts on goal, 
they struggled to create clear openings, Chelsea’s 
back three excelling with their positioning and 
aerial power while Jorginho, covering in front, was 
invariably in the right place to close down spaces. 

At the other end, Porto were undone by 
defensive lapses: Zaidu, diving in to try to 

intercept Jorginho’s pass, was left on his backside 
as Mason Mount swivelled away to score his first 
Champions League goal. Then Jesús Corona was 
caught napping by Ben Chilwell who added a 
second – his own debut strike in the competition 
– in the 85th minute. Porto did win the second 
leg but substitute Mehdi Taremi’s outstanding 
acrobatic volley – the Champions League’s goal of 
the season – came only in added time of a contest 
where Chelsea showed good control, keeping hold 
of the ball, shutting down Porto’s routes to goal 
and threatening on the counter. “It was very hard to 
play against them and to escape the pressure,” said 
Tuchel, yet Chelsea had found a way.

If Tuchel’s Chelsea were into the semi-finals 
within three months of his arrival, Pep Guardiola 

Eric Maxim Choupo-
Moting’s goal 
wasn’t enough for 
Bayern against Paris
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104
Pepe played his  
104th Champions 
League match against 
Chelsea, moving above 
Luís Figo as Portugal’s 
second-highest 
appearance maker

31
Shots by Bayern 
München in their 3-2 
home loss to Paris 
Saint-Germain

18
Marco Reus’s goal 
at City made him 
Dortmund’s top scorer 
in the Champions 
League

saw his Manchester City side finally reach 
the last four at the fifth attempt under him. 
Guardiola made a telling tactical switch in the 
58th minute of the first leg against Borussia 
Dortmund in Manchester, taking off one of his 
two false nines (Bernardo Silva) and sending 
on a genuine centre-forward Gabriel Jesus, 
with İlkay Gündoğan – who had spent the first 
half in a free role – falling back into a defensive 
midfield role. Dortmund had set up with plenty 
of numbers in the middle third – their 1-4-3-3 
becoming a 1-4-5-1 to deny City space between 
the lines – but Guardiola’s switch helped them 
build up in that central area where they now had 
two holding midfielders (Gündoğan and Rodri) 
and both full-backs when in possession. 

It was still the narrowest of wins: leading 
through Kevin De Bruyne’s first-half goal, 
scored after Emre Can’s pass was intercepted in 
midfield, Erling Haaland failed to convert a one 
v one before he released Marco Reus to equalise 
in the 84th minute. It was the first Champions 
League goal City had conceded in 788 minutes 
but in the 90th minute, De Bruyne, from a deep 
position, picked out Gündoğan at the back post 
and he teed up Phil Foden to score. The second 
leg brought another 2-1 win for City but only 
after 17-year-old Jude Bellingham, who had 
had a goal disallowed in Manchester, struck 
a fine first Champions League goal. Yet City 
responded, Riyad Mahrez converting a spot kick 
before Foden’s shot beat Marwin Hitz at his near 
post following a corner.

While City advanced to their first semi-final 
since 2016 (and second overall), Paris Saint-
Germain made it two in a row by avenging their 
2020 final defeat against Bayern München. 
Paris’s 3-2 first-leg success in Munich was 
based on defending deep (and withstanding 
considerable aerial pressure) before winning the 
ball and moving it quickly forward with Neymar 
integral, teeing up both Kylian Mbappé – for the 
first of his two goals – and Marquinhos. Bayern, 
with Joshua Kimmich creating danger with his 
forward passes and set plays, had 31 attempts, 
12 on target, but found Keylor Navas in defiant 
form with ten saves. 

“On another day, we score five or six, for 
sure,” said Bayern’s former Paris forward, Eric 
Maxim Choupo-Moting who, deputising for the 
injured Robert Lewandowski, scored in the first 
leg and again at the Parc des Princes where a 
1-0 Bayern win could not save the holders from 
an away-goals exit.

The quarter-finals also marked the end of the 
road for Liverpool, undone by a 3-1 first-leg loss 

at Real Madrid. Both teams were missing 
first-choice central defenders, yet it was 
Liverpool’s defending that was awry. Toni 
Kroos’s ball over the back line for Vinícius 
Júnior to chest down and score the opening 
goal was wonderfully precise, yet from a 
Liverpool perspective, the German had time 
and space to pick his pass and Nathaniel 
Phillips was caught out by the scorer’s run in 
behind. Trent Alexander-Arnold then headed 
the ball straight to Marco Asensio for the 
second goal. 

With Madrid stronger in midfield, Jürgen 
Klopp responded to Liverpool’s failure to 
hold on to the ball by removing Naby Keïta 
for Thiago Alcántara before the break. The 
Reds did score a well-worked team goal, 
converted by Mohamed Salah, but then 
conceded again as Vinícius Júnior added his 
second following a throw-in. The second leg 
might have unfolded differently had Salah’s 
second-minute shot not found the foot of 
Thibaut Courtois yet overall Madrid, sitting 
deep with Luka Modrić and Kroos dropping 
back, held on comfortably for a 0-0 draw, 
defending with the ball as Casemiro (author 
of an unrivalled 87 recoveries across the 
season) provided protection for their  
centre-backs.

Dortmund veteran 
Marco Reus
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SEMI-FINALS
For Chelsea, Real Madrid represented the final 
obstacle on their road to the final. Thomas 
Tuchel had not lost to the 13-times European 
champions in four previous encounters – with 
Borussia Dortmund and Paris Saint-Germain 
– and the way his side set about the first leg in 
Madrid suggested his luck was not about to turn 
now. Thibaut Courtois had already denied Timo 
Werner from close range when Christian Pulišić 
put Chelsea in front after 14 minutes, rounding 
Courtois to score after latching on to Antonio 
Rüdiger’s ball over the Madrid back line. 

Both Pulišić and Mason Mount caused 
problems for the three-man home defence 
with clever movement as Chelsea won the 
ball and broke with rapid forward passes. 
N’Golo Kanté and Jorginho were not allowing 
the home midfielders to find their usual 
rhythm and instead it took a piece of brilliant 
improvisation by Karim Benzema to bring 
Madrid level; the Frenchman collecting the 
ball on his head from Éder Militão’s flick before 
striking with a volley on the turn. 

Yet Benzema’s 71st Champions League goal 
did not change the course of the tie, even if 
he drew two flying saves from Edouard Mendy 
in the first half of the second leg. In between, 
crucially, Werner nodded Chelsea into the lead, 
heading into an empty net after a Kai Havertz 
lob on to the crossbar. That goal, like Mount’s 
late decider – a tap-in from a Pulišić cross – 
was the product of Kanté’s anticipation as he 
broke from midfield. John Peacock, the UEFA 

36
Fernandinho made his 
first start of the knockout 
rounds in the second leg 
against Paris on his 36th 
birthday

10 
Pep Guardiola led City to 
the final a decade after 
his last showpiece as 
coach of Barcelona

7 
Manchester City’s 
second-leg victory was 
their seventh in a row 
– the longest winning 
run by an English team 
in European Cup/UEFA 
Champions League 
history

6 
Thomas Tuchel became 
the first coach to have 
faced Real Madrid six 
times in the competition 
without losing (two wins, 
four draws)

1 
Mason Mount was the 
first English scorer in the 
semi-finals since Wayne 
Rooney for Manchester 
United against Schalke in 
April 2011

observer at the match, praised him for “his 
engine, his understanding, his interceptions, 
his transitions – both defence to attack and 
attack to defence.”

This transitional play was at the heart of 
Chelsea’s success. They were seldom stretched 
in transitions to defence, staying compact as a 
team, while in transitions to attack, they used 
their speed with and without the ball to attack 
spaces and create overloads. 

Madrid, set up in a 1-3-1-4-2 with Vinícius 
Júnior in an uncustomary right wing-back 
role, were exposed as they chased the game, 
as despite Casemiro’s efforts to protect the 
defence, Sergio Ramos – the focal point 
centrally, flanked by Éder Militão and Nacho 
– was left one v one at times. Chelsea’s 
victory ensured an all-English final against 
a Manchester City side who had completed 
their 4-1 aggregate triumph over Paris 
Saint-Germain 24 hours earlier. In the first 
leg, Paris had looked to play Kylian Mbappé 
behind City’s high line yet he went into the 
game having suffered a thigh problem in 
his previous Ligue 1 outing, which may have 
been a factor in what Patrick Vieira, UEFA’s 
match observer, discerned as the home 
team’s lack of movement up front – a reason 
why Paris struggled to build from the back. 

For their part, City looked to contain 
Mbappé through their full-backs tucking in to 
close the passing lanes between themselves 
and their central defenders. This made for 

Manchester City’s 
defensive 2-3 set-

up against Paris
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Yet Paris did not succumb meekly: Marquinhos 
headed against the bar and Ángel Di María shot 
just wide of an open goal from distance. However, 
City stayed compact from back to front and, 
with a 44% share of possession on the night, 
looked for quick counterattacks – a ploy that paid 
off as Mahrez added a second goal in a second-
half breakaway. Ultimately, it was the hosts’ 
defensive work which caught the eye as they 
made numerous blocks, interceptions and tackles 
against opponents whose frustration spilled over 
with Di María’s dismissal after an altercation with 
Fernandinho. “We’ve weathered a storm, we’ve 
weathered tough moments which probably in 
recent years we didn’t do very well,” said full-back 
Kyle Walker, reflecting on past costly lapses. 
Finally, they had a first final to look forward to, 
having become the first English side to win  
11 games in a single European Cup/Champions 
League campaign. 

a 2-3 defensive set-up, with the centre-backs 
forming the deepest line and the full-backs the 
next either side of the defensive midfielder. Vieira 
praised Pep Guardiola’s side for their “composure” 
and this was embodied by Rúben Dias with his 
“calmness on and off the ball”.

Paris actually took the lead through their own 
leader at the back, Marquinhos – an early header 
from a corner – but City replied with two goals 
in seven second-half minutes: first a Kevin De 
Bruyne cross and then a Riyad Mahrez free-kick 
which went through the defensive wall. Idrissa 
Gueye’s late red card was another setback for 
Mauricio Pochettino’s men. As it was, they began 
the second leg on the front foot only to be caught 
out by a goal that originated with a superb 81m 
pass by City goalkeeper Ederson; he released 
Oleksandr Zinchenko down the left who, in turn, 
found De Bruyne whose blocked shot fell for 
Mahrez to sweep in. 

Timo Werner keeps a 
step ahead of his Real 
Madrid adversaries
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The third all-English final in UEFA Champions League 
history had the feel of a tight affair before a ball had 
even been kicked. For a start, it pitted together the 
competition’s two meanest defences, with only 
four goals conceded by each of Manchester City 
and Chelsea en route to Porto. Then there were 
the two previous encounters between the teams 
in the six weeks prior: City, the Premier League 
champions, had ended the domestic campaign 
19 points and three places better off but in both 
the FA Cup semi-final and a league meeting in 
Manchester, Thomas Tuchel’s Chelsea had prevailed 
narrowly (1-0 in the former, 2-1 in the latter). 

That FA Cup setback in particular was a mooted 
factor in City manager Pep Guardiola’s thinking behind 
the most notable surprise in his starting XI – namely 
the selection of İlkay Gündoğan as his midfield 
pivot, flanked by Phil Foden and Bernardo Silva in 
a central three. In 59 of City’s previous 60 matches 
of 2020/21, there had been at least one of his two 
holding midfielders, Fernandinho and Rodri, on the 
field. However, City had struggled to thread the ball 
into spaces in their Cup semi-final against Chelsea and 
Guardiola’s reasoning, articulated afterwards, was that 
Gündoğan had “played many years in this position” 
and was there to “find the small players, the brilliant 
players, in between the lines”. Or, as UEFA observer 
Cosmin Contra put it: “Pep wanted to surprise them 
with more speed in the pass and more penetration.” 

Yet penetrating an impressively disciplined and 
compact Chelsea rearguard would prove easier said 
than done for a City side contesting their first 

H AV E R T Z  T H E 
H E R O  A S  C H E L S E A 
T R I U M P H  A G A I N
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Kai Havertz  
celebrates his 

winner for the Blues



European final since 1970. Instead, on a night 
when City produced five chances – their lowest 
total of the Champions League season since 
Matchday 1 – a counterpunching Chelsea 
created eight, and took one of them, through 
Kai Havertz. The German, signed for a club-
record fee the previous summer, had never 
previously scored a Champions League goal. 
Thanks to his 42nd-minute strike, Chelsea had 
their second European crown – and Tuchel 
his hands on the trophy that had eluded him 
when losing the 2020 final with Paris Saint-
Germain 279 days earlier. For Guardiola, a 
decade after his second triumph as coach 
with Barcelona, that first Champions League 
with City remained tantalisingly out of reach.

The big plot twists were still to unfold when 
those supporters in light blue among the 
14,000 gathered inside the Estádio do Dragão 
let out the game’s first cheer as City forced 
a throw-in, deep in Chelsea territory, inside 
20 seconds. With Kevin De Bruyne – starting 
as the false nine in a 1-4-3-3 – pressing 
high from the off, Thiago Silva squared 
the ball across the Chelsea box to Antonio 
Rüdiger who, facing an approaching Riyad 
Mahrez, punched a pass to Ben Chilwell who 
could not stop it crossing the touchline. 

City were first to trouble the opposition 
goalkeeper too, in the eighth minute. Patient 
in possession, looking to draw their rivals out, 
they threatened through Raheem Sterling 
following a sudden long pass behind the 
Chelsea back line by Ederson. Sterling, making 
his first start in the competition since February, 
reacted at once, stepping inside Reece James 
and accelerating away to reach the ball. The 
pair had combined for a Sterling goal against 
Schalke in the Champions League in 2019, 
but this time a heavy first touch slowed 
the forward’s stride and James got a toe to 
the ball, forcing Sterling close to the byline. 
From there his ensuing back-heel attempt 
made for an easy save for Edouard Mendy. 

If City were hogging the ball – and they 
would end the evening with a 60.4% share 
of possession – Chelsea soon showed their 
effectiveness on transitions, with two early 
opportunities for Timo Werner. First, from a 
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Kai Havertz became the 
first player since İlkay 
Gündoğan in 2013 to score 
his first Champions League 
goal in the final

2
Chelsea joined Benfica, 
Juventus, Nottingham 
Forest and Porto on  
two titles

8 

All eight first-time finalists 
this century have lost: 
City, Paris, Tottenham, 
Chelsea, Arsenal, Monaco, 
Leverkusen and Valencia

19 
It was the 19th clean sheet 
for Chelsea in 30 matches 
under Thomas Tuchel

51 
No side had waited as 
long to contest a second 
European final as City, 
51 years after their 1970 
European Cup Winners’ 
Cup triumph

123
The final was played 123 
days after Tuchel had 
taken charge of Chelsea

Havertz cut-back, Werner missed his kick. Next, 
Mason Mount supplied him, nine metres out, 
but Werner could not get the ball out from 
under his feet and shot straight at Ederson.

Tuchel’s wish had been for his players 
“to be a stone in [City’s] shoe”. Or, as he 
elaborated afterwards, to “step up and step 
out, to be more brave and create dangerous 
counterattacks”. The shared view of UEFA’s 
observers was they did this by picking the right 
moments to play out through midfield and, 
alternately, bypass the press by going down 
the sides or direct into the front. It helped, as 
John Peacock noted, that they had Werner 
as a central focal point in their 1-3-4-2-1 
set-up, with Havertz and Mount effective in 
offering quick support. With good movement, 
Werner was soon in the danger zone again, 
flashing a shot into the side netting and then 
instigating a move that led to N’Golo Kanté – 
of all people – heading over at the far post. 

Chelsea also dealt well with the question 
posed by Oleksandr Zinchenko. City were 
building up with a back three of Kyle Walker, 
John Stones and Rúben Dias with left-back 
Zinchenko stepping into more central positions 
in the opposition half. According to Roberto 
Martínez, City’s plan was to “suck out” César 
Azpilicueta and Rüdiger and create space for 
Sterling and Mahrez to penetrate. Chelsea, 
though, were judicious in their decision-making: 
Azpilicueta stepped out of defence more than 
once to go tight to Zinchenko yet other times 
he passed him on to a midfield player. Both 
he and Rüdiger also picked their moments to 
step out and press De Bruyne and Foden. 

Factor in the disciplined efforts of midfield 
pair Jorginho and Kanté in preventing balls 
being threaded through centrally, and 
Guardiola’s men found their openings limited. 
The wing-backs were playing their part too 
with some strong one-on-one defending. 
In one instance when Sterling got around 
James on the outside, Chelsea’s impressive 
right-back recovered, using his body strength 
to foil his England colleague. When Sterling 
did get a cross in, left wing-back Chilwell was 
in the right place with a sliding intervention 
to deny Mahrez a tap-in. In the 28th minute, 
Rüdiger produced a similarly crucial block 
with Foden poised to profit from a ball that 
De Bruyne had squared across the area.

Not everything was going to plan for Tuchel: 
Thiago Silva suffered a groin injury that led 
to his early departure after 39 minutes, 
with Andreas Christensen taking his place. 
Yet within three minutes, Chelsea had their 
goal. It began at the feet of Mendy who 

“ CHELSEA REALLY 
HURT CITY ON THE 
TRANSITION BECAUSE 
THEY’VE GOT PACE”
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back. “Zinchenko is in the wrong position and 
Gündoğan is in the wrong position,” added 
Martínez. As for what happened next, Ederson 
rushed out of his box to challenge Havertz – “the 
wrong decision” according to Packie Bonner – 
and the 21-year-old German rode his challenge 
before rolling the ball into the open net. 

As Vieira observed, it was a goal which 
showcased Chelsea’s transitional play: “Chelsea 
really hurt City on the transition because they’ve 
got pace with Werner attacking the space in 
behind.” From a deep, compact defensive shape, 
he added, they could find Havertz or Mount, both 
technically equipped to “get out under pressure”.

The record books showed that the team who 
scored first had won the last six Champions 
League finals. Could Chelsea continue the 
sequence? It helped to have the ubiquitous Kanté 
working overtime for their cause. The eventual 
Player of the Match recorded ten ball recoveries 
and won all of his three tackles – one such 
intervention coming in the 52nd minute when he 
slid in to stop De Bruyne’s advance just outside 
the Chelsea box. The pity for City was the loss of 
their own customary catalyst, De Bruyne, soon 
after, as he fell victim to a collision with Rüdiger 
which left him with a broken nose and eye socket. 

first moved the ball over to the right and then, 
receiving it back from Azpilicueta, switched it to 
the left touchline with a lofted ball to Chilwell. 

From a Chelsea perspective, this was a clever 
ploy and one they tried more than once: to draw 
four or five City players to one corner of the pitch 
before a swift switch to the opposite side where 
they created an overload. Chilwell’s first-time pass 
duly found Mount, a player with the awareness 
and vision to play a penetrative pass. With a clear 
channel opened up down the centre of the field, 
he released Havertz with an excellent ball. From 
a City perspective, it is instructive to freeze the 
frame an instant or two earlier, however. Walker 
has stepped up to put pressure on Chilwell, drawing 
Stones over to the right; Dias has headed to 
that side too to follow Werner’s angled run. And 
crucially, Havertz racing into that central channel, 
has got goalside of the left-back Zinchenko. 

Patrick Vieira wondered if the absence of 
a natural defensive midfielder – a player with 
the positional awareness of, say, Fernandinho,  
who would sense the danger and organise 
accordingly – was a factor. “As No6, Fernandinho 
would shout at Walker not to go because he is 
too late and can have no impact on the ball,” 
said Vieira, adding that Gündoğan was jogging 
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Kai Havertz  skips past 
Ederson to score



Pulišić dinking a shot over Ederson but wide 
after combining on a counter with Havertz. 

For Guardiola, a last roll of the dice was the 
introduction of Sergio Agüero for his final appearance 
in a City shirt. This meant a switch to a 1-4-4-2 
with the full-backs seeking overloads down the 
sides. Agüero’s first touch in the box came after 
James misjudged Walker’s diagonal ball but the 
Argentinian’s attempted chip to the far post lacked 
the height to get past Mendy. Another Walker 
ball, this time drilled with the outside of his right 
foot, then eluded both Agüero and Foden. 

Chelsea, for their part, now had Mateo Kovačić 
on in place of Mount and their wing-backs dropped 
into a back five, In his technical area, an animated 
Tuchel raised his arms to orchestrate more noise 
from the Chelsea followers while on the field, 
his players continued to resist. Dias of all people 
rolled a ball all the way across the five-metre 
box; at the back post Mahrez looked to tee up 
Foden but Christensen stepped out to block. 

As the seven minutes of added time ticked away, 
so too did City’s fading hopes. And when, from 
Walker’s long throw-in, a Mahrez half-volley floated 
over the crossbar from the edge of the box, the 
game was up. A mere 123 days after his arrival at 
Chelsea, Tuchel had turned them into European 
champions. For City, by contrast, the quest continues.

Receiving the ball from Foden in the centre 
of the pitch, De Bruyne sought to turn away 
from Rüdiger but the German barred his 
path with a crude block. By the time the City 
skipper was helped off the field, making way 
for Gabriel Jesus, there was a blue swelling 
already visible beneath his left eye. “The injury 
to De Bruyne was a big handicap for City,” 
said Ginés Meléndez, lamenting the loss of 
the man who helped drive them forward.

City’s frustrations grew. Referee Antonio Miguel 
Mateu Lahoz ignored their shouts for a penalty 
when a Sterling shot struck the chest and then 
arm of James. Moreover, with Chelsea keeping a 
good defensive shape, they were still struggling 
to find pockets of space and, by the hour, had 
managed just one shot on target. Guardiola’s 
response was to send on Fernandinho for his 
350th City appearance in place of Bernardo 
Silva. The veteran was soon involved in the 
combination of passes that brought a moment 
of menace: Foden, still making positive runs, 
fed Mahrez and his low ball across goal was 
heading for Gündoğan at the back post until 
Azpilicueta’s brilliantly timed intervention.

It was at the other end, in the 73rd minute, 
that Chelsea had arguably the best chance 
of the second period, substitute Christian 
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EDERSON 31

WALKER 2

STONES 5

RÚBEN DIAS 3

 ZINCHENKO 11

 BERNARDO SILVA 
 25 Fernandinho 64 20

GÜNDOĞAN 8

 FODEN 47

MAHREZ 26 

DE BRUYNE  
 9  Gabriel Jesus 60 17

STERLING 
 10  Agüero 77 7 

UNUSED SUBSTITUTES

STEFFEN 13

CARSON 33

AKÉ 6

LAPORTE 14

RODRI 16

FERRAN TORRES 21

MENDY 22

JOÃO CANCELO 27

ERIC GARCÍA 50

COACH 
PEP GUARDIOLA

16 MENDY 

28 AZPILICUETA

6
THIAGO SILVA 
  4 Christensen 39

2 RÜDIGER

24 JAMES

7 KANTÉ

5 JORGINHO

21 CHILWELL

29 HAVERTZ

19 MOUNT 
  17 Kovačić 80

11 WERNER 
  10 Pulišić 66

UNUSED SUBSTITUTES

1 KEPA

13 CABALLERO

3 ALONSO

15 ZOUMA

18 GIROUD

20 HUDSON-ODOI

22 ZIYECH

23 GILMOUR

33 EMERSON

COACH 
THOMAS TUCHEL

MANCHESTER CITY CHELSEA

0 GOALS 1

60% POSSESSION 40%

7 TOTAL ATTEMPTS 8

1 ON TARGET 2

2 OFF TARGET 5

4 BLOCKED 1

0 AGAINST WOODWORK 0

3 CORNERS 1

2 YELLOW CARDS 1

0 RED CARDS 0

609 PASSES ATTEMPTED 401

533 PASSES COMPLETED 322

111 km DISTANCE COVERED 112 km

MATCH STATISTICS

TEAM SHAPES

SATURDAY 29 MAY 2021
Estádio do Dragão, Porto

GOAL
Havertz 42

REFEREE  
Antonio Miguel Mateu Lahoz (Spain)

MANCHESTER CITY CHELSEA
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5
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2

6
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3

5
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2
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28
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0-1
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Thomas Tuchel 
celebrates guiding 
Chelsea to Champions 
League glory



T H E  G O L D E N 
T O U C H
THOMAS TUCHEL EXPLAINS HIS REMARKABLE 
IMPACT AT CHELSEA HAVING WON THE CHAMPIONS 
LEAGUE AFTER JUST FOUR MONTHS IN CHARGE

“It was a gift that we could reach the Champions 
League final again.” So says Thomas Tuchel as he 
reflects on his remarkable achievement of leading 
Chelsea to the summit of European football just 
four months after taking over as coach on 26 
January – and precisely 279 days since he had 
tasted the “pain” of final defeat as coach of Paris 
Saint-Germain against Bayern München. Here 
the 47-year-old explains how – a month after 
leaving Paris – he embarked on a new challenge 
at Chelsea and the different factors involved 
in engineering the success that followed: from 
choosing a back three to building defensive 
solidity through the team to finding the right 
communication required to keep a big squad 
happy. Tuchel, the seventh German coach to win 
the European Cup or Champions League, also 
touches on what it takes to get the better of Pep 
Guardiola’s Manchester City, stressing one simple 
fact: “You have to suffer against them.”

How did you manage to make everything click so 
quickly after taking over the team in January?
Maybe I don’t know! Maybe that was the good thing! 
We did it for the first time. Before, I would have said 
it’s never an ideal scenario because you come in and 
one day later, we had a game, but maybe it was a 

good thing.  Finally, I found a well-structured club, I 
found a top organisation, a very open and ambitious 
team, and a lot of support at the highest level, and 
that made things very easy for us. 

Chelsea conceded two goals in your first 14 
games. And just two in seven games under 
you in the Champions League. Where did that 
defensive solidity come from?
It came from the players, absolutely from the 
attitude and the courage from the players to 
defend. Defending is, like attacking, a very 
important part of the game. There’s no need to 
isolate defending and a defensive approach or an 
offensive approach. Maybe nobody will believe us, 
but we spent maybe 90-95% of our time thinking 
and training attacking patterns. When we had the 
first game against Wolverhampton [Wanderers], 
which was a goalless draw, we saw so many good 
things in that game tactically, but [also] from 
the approach from the players – how intense 
they were in defending. We defended totally as a 
group, always together as a team. You can see the 
mentality of a team when it’s out of possession, 
in the minutes where a team doesn’t have the 
ball, and my team showed an amazing effort and 
always a great attitude to defend together. 
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direct and clear and honest. You have to disappoint a lot 
of players day in, day out; you cannot always bring good 
news to players. We strongly believe that it’s the best 
thing to tell them straight and to tell them honestly and 
directly, and to communicate very quickly the decision 
and explain the decisions but sometimes there’s not 
even time for this. The players behaved in a fantastic way. 
Once individuals had bad decisions against them, they 
never stopped supporting the team. But, as you said, it’s 
a crucial point to try to be close to everybody – not to 
be too close, because that may cloud your intuition and 
maybe your decision-making, but friendly, direct and clear 
communication is key.

Looking back on the road to the final, how do you 
reflect on the first challenge you faced against 
Atlético de Madrid?
To start with the champions of Spain in the first 
knockout [round] was a big challenge. We played one 
game in Bucharest and one at home, so we had a slight 
advantage that we could at least play at Stamford 
Bridge – without spectators, but at least at our home 
stadium. And it’s a tough one. If you think about 
a competitive team, if you think about aggressive 
attitude, you straight [away] think about Atlético. It 
was 180 minutes of high-quality performance and we 
escaped, with an amazing goal from Oli Giroud, with a 
win and a clean sheet from Bucharest. And the second 
leg we won [2-0]. It was well deserved and we put in a big 
performance that night under pressure, and that was a 
big step forward for us. 

Can you tell us about N’Golo Kanté’s role as he was 
magnificent for you, particularly in the semi-final 
against Real Madrid. He must be a coach’s dream. 
For years, I was fighting to have him in my team and now 
we did it the other way around – I came to his team. 
It’s like you said: it’s a coach’s dream to have N’Golo on 
your side because he makes things easy for everybody 
on the pitch. He’s a very rare and unique player in terms 
of physical ability but the combination with his mindset 
and character makes him so, so special because he 
behaves … he’s such a nice guy, such a humble person 
and he plays with a real ‘helping’ mentality. And his 
mentality is to be everywhere on the pitch, to make 
things easy, to help out, to win the ball back; it’s simply 
fantastic.  I’m very, very happy that this kind of player 
shines so brightly suddenly with level of performances 
because – this is what I believe – this is important for 
football that these kinds of players, who serve a team, 
are in the spotlight.

On the final, you limited Manchester City to just one 
shot on target. How did you manage to contain City 
while still playing an attacking game?
I think the key against Manchester City – and this is the 
hardest team to play against because they are, at the 
moment, the benchmark domestically and in Europe – 
the key is to take the ball away, to not only defend. So 
we came with a maybe slight psychological advantage 

They did this very courageously, very bravely, and very 
actively. It came almost naturally to us and, once we had 
a clean sheet and another clean sheet, it was a kind of 
momentum that also created momentum within the 
team; they wanted to have the next one. Then we were a 
little bit lucky. You can never forget that you need a good 
amount of luck in football and, from there, it was huge 
solidarity, a big effort, and it was a key to our success.

You’ve played with a back four at previous clubs so 
what made you switch to a back three with wing-
backs at Chelsea?
First of all, the day before the first game, when we 
arrived, we wanted to have our captain on the pitch, 
which was Azpi [César Azpilicueta]. At the same time, 
we wanted to have Thiago Silva on the pitch – we had 
a clear picture of him because he was our player for 
three years in Paris. We knew that Wolverhampton 
would play with a back five as well and attack very, very 
bravely, with counterattacks and overload the wing with 
the wing-backs. So it was more or less a consequence 
of these ideas – to have a good position for Thiago 
Silva in the middle, to have Azpi in the third position 
in the back three, to maybe take the advantage from 
Wolverhampton and answer their back five with a back 
five. From there, it was the players, and it was a good 
fit with all of our players, and our midfield players. We 
decided very early that we wanted to always have two 
of our three midfield players on the pitch; that means 
N’Golo Kanté, Jorginho, and Mateo Kovačić. These three 
were the key players in midfield and we always wanted to 
have two of them at the same time. Then the behaviour 
was so good, so there was no need to take responsibility 
and change again in the next game, and we won against 
Burnley and then we won at Tottenham. There was no 
need to change it anymore. That’s the approach – to do 
what’s good for the team and do what suits the players’ 
characteristics, and we had the feeling throughout the 
whole journey that this was a good fit for us.

To go all the way and win the Champions League, you 
need to use the full power of your entire squad. In 
this respect, how important is communication, and – 
crucially – communicating with those players who are 
potentially not in the starting XI?
It’s all about communication in our job and maybe also in 
society. Communication is not only talking, it’s also giving 
a hug or to not speak – you communicate with emotions, 
with gestures. So it’s a big thing. In general, it needs to 
be positive, it needs to be effective, and it needs to be 

“ IT’S ALL ABOUT 
COMMUNICATION. IT 
NEEDS TO BE POSITIVE, 
EFFECTIVE, DIRECT 
AND HONEST”
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having already won twice against them in a short 
period of time. It was the third match, and we had this 
genuine belief and genuine self-confidence that we 
were able to beat them, not only from video, not only 
from talking, not only from a theoretical approach, but 
we had the experience of beating them. But there are 
so many moments where you have to suffer against 
them because they play with such a huge belief in their 
own style, such a huge belief in their passing ability and 
their attacking ability, that you have to find a good mix 
between having the ball yourself and at the same time 
–  once they get the machine running – you have to 
suffer for so many minutes, you have to stay together, 
you have to stay positive, and you always have to stay 
active. It was clear that we needed a huge performance 
that night and the game delivered a fantastic 
performance with the best outcome possible.

As for you personally, what had had you learned 
from losing the final last year which helped you 
with this season’s final?
It’s more the process I learned from, I guess. It’s 
also the pain and you don’t want to experience it 

again. But once you reflect – once I reflect 
and once we reflect in a team – it makes us 
better because we get more experience, and 
this is such a huge part of coaching teams. So 
it was more about how we approached the 
tournament in Portugal with PSG, what was 
the outcome, what did we miss, how did we 
manage to keep the group focused, what was 
the target in training. But it’s not like you can 
carry it over to the next team because the next 
team has their own path. We did not go into a 
tournament, it was just a final.  So, you have to 
adapt your own experiences and then translate 
them to the needs of your actual team. It 
helps you anyway – losing makes you very, very 
humble. It’s very painful and you feel a pain 
that’s not nice to experience at this level when 
you’re so ambitious in sport, but it’s a part of 
it and it makes you stronger and the challenge 
and the target is to learn from it, so it was a gift 
that we could reach the Champions League final 
again. We were very grateful and very positive 
about it and it was a fantastic experience. 
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Thomas Tuchel 
and the Chelsea 
bench begin the 

celebrations at the 
final whistle



GROUP F P W D L F A Pts
Borussia Dortmund 6 4 1 1 12 5 13
SS Lazio 6 2 4 0 11 7 10
Club Brugge 6 2 2 2 8 10 8
FC Zenit 6 0 1 5 4 13 1

20/10 Zenit 1-2 Club Brugge 24/11 Lazio 3-1 Zenit

20/10 Lazio 3-1 Dortmund 24/11 Dortmund 3-0 Club Brugge
28/10 Dortmund 2-0 Zenit 02/12 Dortmund 1-1 Lazio
28/10 Club Brugge 1-1 Lazio 02/12 Club Brugge 3-0 Zenit
04/11 Zenit 1-1 Lazio 08/12 Zenit 1-2 Dortmund
04/11 Club Brugge 0-3 Dortmund 08/12 Lazio 2-2 Club Brugge

Manchester City 4-2 Borussia Dortmund
First leg 2-1 Second leg 2-1

Porto 1-2 Chelsea
First leg 0-2 Second leg 1-0

Bayern 3-3 Paris
First leg 2-3 (Paris win on away goals) Second leg 1-0

Real Madrid 3-1 Liverpool
First leg 3-1 Second leg 0-0

GROUP A P W D L F A Pts
FC Bayern München 6 5 1 0 18 5 16
Club Atlético de Madrid 6 2 3 1 7 8 9
FC Salzburg 6 1 1 4 10 17 4
FC Lokomotiv Moskva 6 0 3 3 5 10 3

21/10 Salzburg 2-2 Lokomotiv 25/11 Atlético 0-0 Lokomotiv

21/10 Bayern 4-0 Atlético 25/11 Bayern 3-1 Salzburg
27/10 Lokomotiv 1-2 Bayern 01/12 Lokomotiv 1-3 Salzburg
27/10 Atlético 3-2 Salzburg 01/12 Atlético 1-1 Bayern
03/11 Lokomotiv 1-1 Atlético 09/12 Bayern 2-0 Lokomotiv
03/11 Salzburg 2-6 Bayern 09/12 Salzburg 0-2 Atlético

GROUP B P W D L F A Pts
Real Madrid CF 6 3 1 2 11 9 10
VfL Borussia Mönchengladbach 6 2 2 2 16 9 8
FC Shakhtar Donetsk 6 2 2 2 5 12 8
FC Internazionale Milano 6 1 3 2 7 9 6

21/10 Real Madrid 2-3 Shakhtar 25/11 Gladbach 4-0 Shakhtar

21/10 Inter Milan 2-2 Gladbach 25/11 Inter Milan 0-2 Real Madrid
27/10 Shakhtar 0-0 Inter Milan 01/12 Shakhtar 2-0 Real Madrid
27/10 Gladbach 2-2 Real Madrid 01/12 Gladbach 2-3 Inter Milan
03/11 Shakhtar 0-6 Gladbach 09/12 Real Madrid 2-0 Gladbach
03/11 Real Madrid 3-2 Inter Milan 09/12 Inter Milan 0-0 Shakhtar

GROUP STAGE

Mönchengladbach 0-4 Manchester City
First leg 0-2 Second leg 0-2

Lazio 2-6 Bayern
First leg 1-4 Second leg 1-2

Atlético 0-3 Chelsea
First leg 0-1 Second leg 0-2

Leipzig 0-4 Liverpool
First leg 0-2 Second leg 0-2

Porto 4-4 Juventus
First leg 2-1 (Porto win on away goals) Second leg 2-3 (aet)

Barcelona 2-5 Paris
First leg 1-4 Second leg 1-1

Sevilla 4-5 Borussia Dortmund
First leg 2-3 Second leg 2-2

Atalanta 1-4 Real Madrid
First leg 0-1 Second leg 1-3

ROUND OF 16    16 February–17 March QUARTER-FINALS   6–14 April

GROUP E P W D L F A Pts
Chelsea FC 6 4 2 0 14 2 14
Sevilla FC 6 4 1 1 9 8 13
FC Krasnodar 6 1 2 3 6 11 5
Stade Rennais FC 6 0 1 5 3 11 1

20/10 Chelsea 0-0 Sevilla 24/11 Krasnodar 1-2 Sevilla

20/10 Rennes 1-1 Krasnodar 24/11 Rennes 1-2 Chelsea
28/10 Krasnodar 0-4 Chelsea 02/12 Krasnodar 1-0 Rennes
28/10 Sevilla 1-0 Rennes 02/12 Sevilla 0-4 Chelsea
04/11 Sevilla 3-2 Krasnodar 08/12 Chelsea 1-1 Krasnodar
04/11 Chelsea 3-0 Rennes 08/12 Rennes 1-3 Sevilla

PLAY-OFFS: LEAGUE PATH  
(Aggregate scores played over two legs; the first-named club played at home in the first leg)

FC Krasnodar 4-2 PAOK FC
First leg 2-1 Second leg 2-1

KAA Gent 1-5 FC Dynamo Kyiv
First leg 1-2 Second leg 0-3

R E S U L T S
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GROUP C P W D L F A Pts
Manchester City FC 6 5 1 0 13 1 16
FC Porto 6 4 1 1 10 3 13
Olympiacos FC 6 1 0 5 2 10 3
Olympique de Marseille 6 1 0 5 2 13 3

21/10 Manchester City 3-1 Porto 25/11 Olympiacos 0-1 Manchester City

21/10 Olympiacos 1–0 Marseille 25/11 Marseille 0-2 Porto
27/10 Porto 2-0 Olympiacos 01/12 Marseille 2-1 Olympiacos
27/10 Marseille 0-3 Manchester City 01/12 Porto 0-0 Manchester City
03/11 Manchester City 3-0 Olympiacos 09/12 Manchester City 3-0 Marseille
03/11 Porto 3-0 Marseille 09/12 Olympiacos 0-2 Porto

GROUP G P W D L F A Pts
Juventus 6 5 0 1 14 4 15
FC Barcelona 6 5 0 1 16 5 15
FC Dynamo Kyiv 6 1 1 4 4 13 4
Ferencvárosi TC 6 0 1 5 5 17 1

20/10 Dynamo Kyiv 0-2 Juventus 24/11 Dynamo Kyiv 0-4 Barcelona

20/10 Barcelona 5-1 Ferencváros 24/11 Juventus 2-1 Ferencváros
28/10 Juventus 0-2 Barcelona 02/12 Juventus 3-0 Dynamo Kyiv
28/10 Ferencváros 2-2 Dynamo Kyiv 02/12 Ferencváros 0-3 Barcelona
04/11 Barcelona 2-1 Dynamo Kyiv 08/12 Barcelona 0-3 Juventus
04/11 Ferencváros 1-4 Juventus 08/12 Dynamo Kyiv 1-0 Ferencváros

GROUP H P W D L F A Pts
Paris Saint-Germain 6 4 0 2 13 6 12
RB Leipzig 6 4 0 2 11 12 12
Manchester United 6 3 0 3 15 10 9
İstanbul Başakşehir 6 1 0 5 7 18 3

20/10 Paris 1-2 Man Utd 24/11 Man Utd 4-1 Başakşehir

20/10 Leipzig 2-0 Başakşehir 24/11 Paris 1-0 Leipzig
28/11 Başakşehir 0-2 Paris 02/12 Başakşehir 3-4 Leipzig
28/10 Man Utd 5-0 Leipzig 02/12 Man Utd 1-3 Paris
04/11 Başakşehir 2-1 Man Utd 08/12 Paris 5-1 Başakşehir
04/11 Leipzig 2-1 Paris 08/12 Leipzig 3-2 Man Utd

GROUP D P W D L F A Pts
Liverpool FC 6 4 1 1 10 3 13
Atalanta BC 6 3 2 1 10 8 11
AFC Ajax 6 2 1 3 7 7 7
FC Midtjylland 6 0 2 4 4 13 2

21/10 Ajax 0-1 Liverpool 25/11 Liverpool 0-2 Atalanta

21/10 Midtjylland 0-4 Atalanta 25/11 Ajax 3-1 Midtjylland
27/10 Liverpool 2-0 Midtjylland 01/12 Liverpool 1-0 Ajax
27/10 Atalanta 2-2 Ajax 01/12 Atalanta 1-1 Midtjylland
03/11 Midtjylland 1-2 Ajax 09/12 Ajax 0-1 Atalanta
03/11 Atalanta 0-5 Liverpool 09/12 Midtjylland 1-1 Liverpool

GROUP STAGE

Paris 1-4 Manchester City
First leg 1-2 Second leg 0-2

Real Madrid 1-3 Chelsea
First leg 1-1 Second leg 0-2

SEMI-FINALS             27 April–5 May FINAL      29 May

Maccabi Tel-Aviv FC  2-5 FC Salzburg
First leg 1-2 Second leg 1-3

PLAY-OFFS: CHAMPIONS PATH  

SK Slavia Praha 1-4 FC Midtjylland
First leg 0-0 Second leg 1-4

Olympiacos FC 2-0 AC Omonoia
First leg 2-0 Second leg 0-0

Molde FK 3-3 Ferencvárosi TC
First leg 3-3 (Ferencváros win on away goals) Second leg 0-0

Manchester City 0-1 Chelsea
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S Q U A D  O F 
T H E  S E A S O N
CHAMPIONS CHELSEA PROVIDED SEVEN OF THE 
TECHNICAL OBSERVERS’  23-MAN SQUAD

11 
CROSSES CLAIMED 

(ranked first) 

GK GK GK

THIBAUT  
COURTOIS

A commanding presence 
against Liverpool and Chelsea, 

showing his strength in  
1v1 situations. 

REAL MADRID

12 APPS | 4 CLEAN SHEETS

EDOUARD  
MENDY

Outstanding debut season with 
three goals conceded from 

 6.75 xG against and notable 
decision-making with ball. 

CHELSEA

12 APPS | 9 CLEAN SHEETS

EDERSON

Strong anticipation and 
reading of the game by 

the Brazilian, who excels at 
building attacks.

MANCHESTER CITY

12 APPS | 7 CLEAN SHEETS

91.2%  
SAVE PERCENTAGE   

(ranked first)  

81M  
LONG PASS TO ZINCHENKO LED  

TO GOAL AGAINST PARIS
* Goalkeepers above 1 appearance 
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With the dust still settling on the final on 
29 May, UEFA’s team of technical observers 
looked first to the two sides who had 
contested the Porto showpiece – Chelsea 
and Manchester City – when drawing 
up the 23-man squad of the season. 

From Chelsea there were seven players 
selected, starting with Edouard Mendy, 
the 29-year-old goalkeeper who had kept 
nine clean sheets in his fairy-tale first 
UEFA Champions League campaign. To 
reflect the strengths of a Chelsea side who 
conceded only four goals, the observers 
added three defenders – experienced 
centre-backs César Azpilicueta and Antonio 
Rüdiger and wing-back Ben Chilwell – 
along with midfield pivot Jorginho. 

There were places too for the Londoners’ 
outstanding French midfielder N’Golo 

Kanté – Player of the Match in the final 
and both legs of the semi-final – as well as 
Mason Mount, architect of the defence-
opening ball for Kai Havertz’s final winner.

Runners-up Manchester City were 
represented by five players, starting with 
goalkeeper Ederson and continuing with 
Rúben Dias, the centre-back who had arrived 
at the club only the previous September yet 
had swiftly become such a fine leader of 
the English champions’ back line. Kevin De 
Bruyne, for the third year running, featured 
on the list too along with two other midfield 
players pivotal to City’s best attacking 
work, İlkay Gündoğan and Phil Foden.

Each of the two beaten semi-finalists 
contributed three players apiece, with 
Real Madrid goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois 
included alongside the experienced and 

DEF DEF DEFDEF

CÉSAR  
AZPILICUETA

CHELSEA

RÚBEN  
DIAS

MANCHESTER CITY

MARQUINHOS

PARIS

ANTONIO  
RÜDIGER

CHELSEA

Experienced leader, aggressive in 
the challenge, who picked right 
moments to step forward from 

centre-back slot. 

11 APPS | 7 CLEAN SHEETS

In his first season, he assumed  
the role of leader and organiser  

in City’s back line, adding a 
physical presence too.

11 APPS | 6 CLEAN SHEETS

26  
TACKLES ( joint most  

in competition)

852 
PASSES COMPLETED   

(second most in competition)

Key figure with reading of  
game, aerial ability, speed, 

aggression; superb block against  
Messi in Round of 16.

10 APPS | 2 CLEAN SHEETS 

Restored to prominence by 
Tuchel, he showed a strong 

competitive streak and excellent 
decision-making.

11 APPS | 8 CLEAN SHEETS

10  
SHOTS BLOCKED  

(ranked first)

39  
CLEARANCES  

(most by a Chelsea player)

ever-influential pair of Luka Modrić 
and Karim Benzema. From Paris Saint-
Germain, there was recognition of 
the impact made by their exciting 
forward pair of Neymar and Kylian 
Mbappé, as well as the defensive 
authority provided by Marquinhos.

UEFA’s observers looked also to deposed 
champions Bayern München – noting, 
specifically, the contributions of David 
Alaba and Robert Lewandowski – and to 
three other clubs who reached the last 
eight. Borussia Dortmund’s ten-goal top 
scorer Erling Haaland was one of the six 
forwards named in the squad, as was 
Lionel Messi, included for the 13th time 
in 14 seasons, while – last but not least – 
there was a spot for Sérgio Oliveira, scorer 
of five goals from midfield for Porto.
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MIDMID

MID MIDMID MID

DEFDEF

10 APPS  | 7 CLEAN SHEETS 12 APPS | 1 GOAL9 APPS | 2 CLEAN SHEETS

8 APPS | 3 GOALS

İLKAY  
GÜNDOĞAN

Adaptable footballer who 
exchanged positions cleverly with 

City’s false forwards, offering 
greater goal threat in 2020/21.

MANCHESTER CITY

12 APPS | 3 GOALS

N’GOLO  
KANTÉ

Caught the eye with tireless 
work rate, intercepting balls 

and instigating attacks with his 
passing and forward runs.

CHELSEA

13 APPS | 0 GOALS

79   
RECOVERIES  

(third most in competition)

LUKA  
MODRIĆ 

Able to change tempo of play 
with his passing. Provided 

three assists and at least one 
chance in ten of his 12 outings. 

REAL MADRID

12 APPS | 1 GOAL

11  
DUELS WON IN FINAL

260 
FORWARD PASSES  

(fourth most in competition) 

MASON  
MOUNT 

Composed on the ball, he showed 
intelligent movement, both 
offensively and defensively. 

Brilliant through-ball for final goal.

CHELSEA

11 APPS | 2 GOALS

KEVIN  
DE BRUYNE

Helped make City tick with his 
technical ability, driving runs, 

clever passing – and positional 
intelligence too.

MANCHESTER CITY

BEN  
CHILWELL

Has pace to get forward quickly – 
as showed when scoring against 
Porto – but also to recover well. 

Defended well vs Mahrez in final.

CHELSEA

4   
ASSISTS 

(second highest in competition) 

JORGINHO 

Adept at being in the right 
place to receive the ball as 

well as to shut down spaces 
defensively and break up play. 

CHELSEA

29  
CROSSES  

ATTEMPTED 

DAVID  
ALABA 

Reliable, experienced figure  
who was typically calm and 

composed with the ball in his  
final campaign for Bayern.

BAYERN MÜNCHEN

26 
INTERCEPTIONS  

(second best in competition)

99  
PASSES (H) vs LAZIO, WITH 92.9%  
PASS COMPLETION AND ONE ASSIST

*One with Manchester City

34.38 km/h  
TOP SPEED RECORDED IN  
SECOND LEG vs MADRID
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KYLIAN 
MBAPPÉ 

Exceptional in wins at Barcelona 
and Bayern, showcasing his 

speed and finishing ability with 
counterattacking strikes.

PARIS

10 APPS | 8 GOALS

ERLING  
HAALAND

Power, presence, movement and 
goals. On top of his ten scored,  

he was Dortmund’s second 
biggest chance-maker (12).

DORTMUND

8 APPS | 10 GOALS

SÉRGIO  
OLIVEIRA

Dead-ball expert whose free-kick 
eliminated Juventus. Had best 

shots-on-target ratio for players 
with ten shots or more.

PORTO

8 APPS | 5 GOALS

6.5 
EXPECTED GOALS  

(third highest in competition) 

14 
TAKE-ONS vs BARCELONA (A)  

(most in any match)  

76.9%  
OF HIS 13 SHOTS  

ON TARGET

FWD FWD FWD FWD

FWDFWDMIDMID

KARIM  
BENZEMA

Led line with great intelligence, 
as seen in brilliant display in first 
leg against Chelsea, holding ball 

up and hitting terrific goal.

REAL MADRID

10 APPS | 6 GOALS

15   
OPEN-PLAY SHOTS ON TARGET  

(first in competition)

73   
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE GOALS  

OVERALL (third in all-time ranking) 

LIONEL  
MESSI 

Barcelona’s leading scorer 
and creator – 21 key passes 
and two assists along with 

five scored.

BARCELONA

6 APPS | 5 GOALS

23  
CHANCES  
CREATED

NEYMAR

PARIS SAINT-GERMAIN

9 APPS | 6 GOALS

PHIL  
FODEN

Comfortable in tight areas with 
ability to go past opponents. Hit 

winners in both legs vs Dortmund 
and claimed three assists.

MANCHESTER CITY

13 APPS | 3 GOALS

296  
PASSES IN FINAL THIRD  

(highest in competition)

ROBERT  
LEWANDOWSKI 

Showed enduring physical 
power along with cute 

movement, aerial menace and 
undimmed scoring instinct.

BAYERN MÜNCHEN

6 APPS | 5 GOALS

His vision, technique and 
dribbling skills were a big asset 
when Paris countered: witness 

his two assists at Bayern. 

73  
TAKE-ONS  

(most in competition)
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T A L K I N G  P O I N T S
FROM BALANCING THE RISK AND REWARD OF 
THE PRESS TO THE PREVALENCE OF FALSE FULL-
BACKS AND A RISE IN PENALTIES, THE TECHNICAL 
OBSERVERS HAD PLENTY TO PONDER IN 2020/21

32
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Dortmund proved too 
strong for Sevilla in 
the Round of 16



Chelsea work the ball to their right side before switching play via Edouard Mendy 
to the left to look for the overload.      

Kyle Walker looks to follow Mason Mount into midfield, leaving space for Ben 
Chilwell on the left. This prompts John Stones to step across to his right.

Chilwell plays a first-time pass to Mount to receive in space. Ilkay 
Gündoğan has not scented the danger and the passing channel is open.                     

Rúben Dias follows Timo Werner’s clever run, creating space for Kai Havertz, 
now goalside of Oleksandr ZInchenko, to receive the through pass.

“If you can win the ball high up, the benefits and 
rewards will always be there,” said John Peacock, 
when reflecting that pressing football is not a recent 
innovation. Consider, for example, the AC Milan and 
Italy sides of Arrigo Sacchi, in the late 1980s and 
1990s, who played a 1-4-4-2 and defended from the 
front, with forward players starting the press. 

Today, players may arguably be better equipped 
physically to work as a team to win the ball back in the 
final third. Yet the primary difference is the risk that 
sides now take in their defending third of the pitch, 
to build up through the lines of pressure, rather than 
simply go long and direct to the forwards. 

The reward comes with space to exploit once 
they have passed through the press; the risk is they 
will not get that far. “One of the biggest trends in 
development has been trusting your players to play 
through the press,” Peacock added. Roberto Martínez 
concurred: “The education now of players is to try to 
be brave, to be clever in your starting position and to 
play from the back, taking a bigger risk.”

This season’s competition showed that players did 
not always make the right decision, however, when it 
came to playing through or over the press. Six teams 
conceded goals categorised as coming from ‘defensive 
errors’ after trying unsuccessfully to build from the 
back. “I still see experienced players making mistakes 
when under pressure,” said Peacock. “There are 
mistakes made at the back and the number of goals 
from mistakes, is that down to more teams wanting to 
play out in sometimes difficult situations?” 

One such example came in the Borussia Dortmund 
v Sevilla Round of 16 match when Erling Haaland 
scored after Jules Koundé was dispossessed as the 
Spanish side built up from the back – not technically a 
defensive mistake but again a result of taking that risk.

Yet there were undoubted rewards too: Borussia 
Mönchengladbach’s third goal in their 6-0 win at 
Shakhtar Donetsk came after they worked the ball 
out from their own penalty box, beating the pressure 
of five opposition players in a congested right-sided 
channel inside their own half, before switching the ball 
to the left with a long diagonal pass. 

It was with a deeper switch of sides that Chelsea 
began the move for their goal in the final, meanwhile. 
Edouard Mendy first went right – to Andreas 
Christensen and on to César Azpilicueta – before,  
with four light blue shirts drawn to that section 
of the field, the ball came back to the goalkeeper 
and he played it across to the left, to Ben Chilwell. 
Overall, Chelsea under Tuchel were perceived to be a 
team who took few risks and benefitted from good 
decision-making regarding when to play through and 
when to play over the press.

PRESSING CHANGES
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The false forward – or false nine – has been in 
currency for some time. Lionel Messi filled the 
role at Barcelona in a 1-4-3-3 set-up under Pep 
Guardiola a decade ago, dropping off to ensure 
numerical superiority in the middle of the pitch 
and playing his part in that famous passing 
carousel. Ten years on, Guardiola deployed 
not one but two false nines in a 1-4-4-2 as 
Manchester City reached their first Champions 
League final.

“We need to highlight the incredible coaching 
that Man City had with Pep Guardiola’s vision 
of not using a No9 and becoming a team that 
can score goals,” said Roberto Martínez of the 
approach of his compatriot. “I think Man City 
this season played a lot better without a nine 
than with one.”

As explained by Martínez, the deployment 
of a false nine serves two functions. The first 
is to create a numerical advantage through 
the player going to the ball, rather than in the 
other direction to the goal. Against a low block, 
a clever player “will find spaces to be free, as 
centre-halves are not going to go all the way” 
in following them, he said. It helps, of course, 
to have a player with the gifts of City’s Kevin De 
Bruyne who can work between the lines, linking 
play and feeding runners. “You know he’s going 
to get the right space and the right decision and 

Playing as a false nine for Barcelona 
against Paris Saint-Germain in the 
Round of 16, Messi had Ousmane 
Dembélé and Antoine Griezmann 
stationed on either side. With Messi 
now more inclined to fall farther back, 
Griezmann moved inside to take the 
central position and Jordi Alba pushed 
up into the left side of the attack. To 
hurt the opposition, though, runners 
are required and against PSG it was 
Frenkie de Jong, breaking forward 
after Messi had dropped back, who 
earned the penalty from which Ronald 
Koeman’s side scored.

GUARDIOLA DOUBLES UP WITH FALSE NINES

MESSI THE ORIGINAL 
FALSE NINE 

is going to turn and apply that forward pass,” 
added Martínez, with team-mates’ intelligent 
movement a requisite as otherwise “you don’t 
get enough players in the final third”.

Patrick Vieira reiterated this point, saying: 
“What we need to highlight is the cleverness 
of those players because when there’s a false 
nine dropping, the other players have to 
understand how they have to attack the space, 
and when you have De Bruyne and Gündoğan, 
for example, you need to explain to them once 

and they understand. It’s a plus for a manager 
to have this quality of player that allows him to 
be really creative.”

The second function is to apply pressure 
off the ball. While attesting that every 
forward must “know what you do in the line of 
pressure”, Martínez suggested that the players 
in the false nine role at City offered an intensity 
and energy that centre-forward Sergio Agüero, 
with his age and profile, could arguably no 
longer muster.
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If the tactical ingenuity of Pep Guardiola’s 
double false nine was one of the campaign’s 
notable innovations, the movement of a 
genuine front man, Chelsea’s Timo Werner, also 
caught the eye of UEFA’s technical observers. As 
he showed in the final, when his run took Rúben 
Dias with him in the lead-up to Chelsea’s goal, 
his intuitive running was integral to Chelsea’s 
threat with their offensive transitions. 

Roberto Martínez said: “I think this is an 
element that we don’t show enough to young 
players when we develop them. Everything is 
[about] the player coming to the ball, everyone 
wants to get on to the ball. But how effective 
is it to have a player whose only thought, in the 
moment that the team regains possession, is to 
stretch a pitch?”

John Peacock made the point that 
development coaches should not neglect 
teaching traditional attacking approaches. 
Against a high line, for instance, it is the 
conventional No9, like Werner, who can run in 
behind. Similarly Packie Bonner observed that 
a natural centre-forward is more likely to take 
up certain positions and make certain runs 

AND THE REAL NINES?
within the penalty box, such as to the front 
post or to take a centre-back out of position. 
He cited an example in the final following a Kyle 
Walker cross into the box, saying: “You could 
see the goalkeeper coming easily to pick it up as 
everybody was almost at the edge of the box.”

Martínez went on to express his concern that 
in academies, the focus of work “is between 
the boxes”, with concepts based on possession, 
which means that not enough genuine centre-
forwards, such as Karim Benzema, Robert 
Lewandowski and Romelu Lukaku, are coming 
through – making Erling Haaland’s emergence 
a notable exception. “More and more you have 
got fewer No9s that make a difference in senior 
level in one-v-one situations,” he said. “So when 
you have a No9 who is well defended by a player 
who is stronger than you and better and quicker, 
it’s very difficult to dislodge a back four. And 
then it’s easier to carry on with what we do in 
academies – everything is between the boxes 
and possession exercises and building players 
that don’t make mistakes, but keep the ball. 
We’re taking that real street footballer out of 
our players.” 
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Chelsea striker 
Timo Werner



It is difficult to discuss tactical innovation in 
this season’s competition without dwelling 
once again on Manchester City and how, when 
in possession, their attacking players dropped 
back into deep wide positions to become false 
full-backs. City used this ploy to good effect, 
notably in their Round of 16 tie against Borussia 
Mönchengladbach. 

Kevin De Bruyne, Bernardo Silva and also İlkay 
Gündoğan would step back into wide positions 
and, from there, turn and lead fresh attacks with a 
numerical superiority on the flank in question. The 
wide forwards, Phil Foden and Riyad Mahrez, would 
hold high positions out on the flanks to occupy the 
opposition full-backs, and the tactic worked well 
because of clever rotations with different players 
popping up in forward positions.

It was not just City. In the case of Real Madrid, 
midfielders Luka Modrić and Toni Kroos dropped 
into the full-back positions too – and deeper still, 
at times. In the second leg of their quarter-final 
against Liverpool, Kroos took up position between 
the centre-backs to help keep the ball and temper 
the home side’s early storm of pressure. In the first 
leg of the semi-final against Chelsea, Kroos did it 
again, falling back to the same line as the three 
central defenders.

FALSE FULL-BACKS …

İLKAY GÜNDOĞAN
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İlkay Gündoğan adopts 
a wide position as City 
regain possession, while 
full-back João Cancelo 
moves into the centre

Manchester 
City right-back 

João Cancelo



João Cancelo, the Manchester City left-back, played as a 
de facto midfielder in the first-leg victory over Gladbach in 
Budapest, setting up both goals. This is not the first time 
that Guardiola has deployed a full-back in this way – at 
Bayern München, Philipp Lahm moved infield from the left 
in order to diminish what he saw as the risk from opposition 
counterattacks when his full-backs were out wide. In the 
case of City, while Kyle Walker, on the opposite flank, could 
race back if the opposition broke, Cancelo, a player with less 
blistering pace, was already well placed to cover. Explaining 
his approach to BT Sport’s Gary Lineker after the second leg 
against Gladbach, Guardiola said that more players in the 
middle of the pitch meant more possibility of control. “You 
have control maybe when you lose it but the main reason 
is to have four, five or six players to make short passes and 
have more control,” he said, noting that Fabian Delph and 
Oleksandr Zinchenko had also filled the role previously. “The 
big concept is we defend with the ball,” he added.

An additional reflection by Dušan Fitzel, the UEFA observer 
at that match, was that by stepping inside, Cancelo allowed 
more space for Aymeric Laporte, a naturally left-footed 
defender, to have the ball on that side. He said: “Always when 
City started to build up play, he moved inside. Cancelo went in 
and also his opponent, which opened up his side.”

… AND FULL-BACKS 
IN MIDFIELD

Whether they be false nines or false full-backs, 
the key is fluid movement, as shown in this 
example of City’s left-sided rotation. They have 
Phil Foden (47) providing width, İlkay Gündoğan 
(8) between the lines, and João Cancelo (27) 
supporting on the halfway line. If Foden comes 
inside, Cancelo will go outside to provide width 
with Gündoğan supporting the play. 

A ROTATING CAST

MANCHESTER CITY’S ROTATIONS 
IN POSSESSION

17

26

208

47

27

5 3

31

2

16
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Phil Foden on 
the ball for City



“Are we saying that adaptability and flexibility 
are a must now in the modern game?” The 
question, posed to UEFA’s technical observers, 
was essentially rhetorical. In elite football, it is 
hard to get by on Plan A alone – and Zinédine 
Zidane, in leading Real Madrid to the last four, 
offered a case in point. One Spanish newspaper 
described him as a “chameleonic coach” owing 
to Madrid’s various tactical guises as Zidane 
adapted to both the opposition and the 
availability of his own players. 

One example was Zidane’s fielding of a back 
three of Éder Militão, Raphaël Varane and 
Nacho in a 1-3-5-2 set-up in the semi-final 
home leg against Chelsea. Previously, owing to 
the absence of both Sergio Ramos and Varane, 
he had Éder Militão and Nacho excelling as a 
central defensive pair in the quarter-final against 
Liverpool. Indeed, for the second leg of that tie 
at Anfield, Zidane sent out midfielder Federico 
Valverde at right-back – one of seven different 
players he selected in that particular role across 
the European campaign as injuries left him 
shuffling his pack. 

As Cosmin Contra observed: “Real Madrid 
adapt their game to the problem they have in 

A FOR ADAPTABILITY
their team. Zidane adapts to the problem with a 
different game. He defends back in his own half 
and makes counterattacks.”

Over at Paris-Saint Germain, Mauricio 
Pochettino – following his midwinter arrival – 
showed flexibility of a different kind. As Patrick 
Vieira observed, PSG adopted a different 
strategy in the Champions League than in Ligue 
1. In Europe, they were one of only two teams 
among the eight quarter-finalists to average 
less than 50% possession per game (48.2%). 

Vieira explained “I think the philosophy was 
to defend well first and see if [Kylian] Mbappé 
and Neymar will make the difference with their 
individual quality. When I saw them play in the 
Champions League it was, ‘We have to be really 
compact and use the pace and the individual 
quality of two players, Mbappé and Neymar’.” 

Corinne Diacre observed that “in the French 
league they had more possession because they 
play against a low block and it is difficult to have 
space behind the defenders.” By contrast, in 
the Champions League knockout stage, PSG 
faced three of the top-four ranked sides for 
possession (among the last 16) in Barcelona, 
Bayern München and Manchester City.
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Zinédine Zidane – a 
“chameleonic coach” 



more.” And, as a consequence, this has allowed 
Kanté to play more like an old-fashioned box-to-box 
midfielder than as the holding midfielder he was in 
his earlier days at Chelsea and when helping Leicester 
City win the Premier League in 2016.

According to Roberto Martínez, Kanté’s success 
should be a lesson to coaches to think twice before 
pigeonholing a player. He said: “The real quality of 
Kanté is when he can be a box-to-box midfielder. 
When you have a back three with someone like 
Jorginho, who’s going to stay behind, you’re giving 
that freedom to Kanté to be a box-to-box midfielder 
and he becomes one of the best in the world.

“It’s interesting that certain positions can be 
fashionable and in the last six or seven years, Kanté 
hasn’t been able to play to this strength. As coaches, 
we try to be very disciplined and we limit these 
players – ‘No, you’re a defensive midfielder, you need 
to be behind the ball’ or ‘No, you’re an attacking 
midfielder and leave the defensive duties for another 
player deeper’. What Tuchel has done incredibly well 
for Kanté is he’s said, ‘you just are yourself, box-to-
box’, and that has made him exceptional.”

KANTÉ REBOOTING THE 
BOX-TO-BOX MIDFIELDER
“He does everything,” said Chelsea captain  
César Azpilicueta of N’Golo Kanté after the 
Champions League final – and with some 
justification of a player whose final statistics 
included the most distance covered (12.04km),  
11 duels won, ten recoveries and even four 
successful aerial challenges. After all, the French 
midfielder was not only the Player of the Match  
in the final but also in both legs of Chelsea’s  
semi-final against Real Madrid. 

John Peacock, observer at the Stamford Bridge 
second leg against Madrid highlighted Kanté’s 
“work rate, transitions, forward runs with the ball, 
and simple and effective passing”. He reiterated 
the message after the final, outlining how Kanté 
had “intercepted the ball constantly and then 
instigated attacks” either with his passing or by 
carrying the ball himself.

This last point about Kanté breaking the line 
himself is fundamental as it highlights the impact 
of his partnership with Jorginho. As Patrick Vieira 
explained, “Jorginho’s position and quality allowed 
Kanté to express himself more, to go forward 
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Player of the 
Match N’Golo 

Kanté shows off 
the main prize



The rise in penalties in the Champions 
League was another area of discussion 
for UEFA’s observers and drew differing 
views. The number given in 2020/21 
– 59 at an average of 0.47 per game – 
was almost double the total a decade 
ago when the 2010/11 campaign 
featured 30 (0.24 per game).  
Four years ago, in 2017/18, there  
were just 35 awarded.

Since then, the Champions 
League has witnessed the introduction 
of VAR and according to more than 
one observer, this has prompted a 
change in the behaviour of attacking 
players who are encouraged to take on 
defenders in one v ones in the penalty 
area in the knowledge – as the rising 
number of spot kicks would indicate – 
that contact in the box is more likely to 
result in a penalty kick. 

The challenge for coaches, 
according to Ginés Meléndez, is to 
alter the approach of defenders to 
reduce the risk of conceding a penalty. 

PENALTIES ON THE RISE 

Penalties  
per season Matches Penalties Penalties  

per game

2020/21 125 59 0.47

2019/20 119 47 0.39

2018/19 125 43 0.34

2017/18 125 35 0.28

2016/17 125 53 0.42

2015/16 125 43 0.34

2014/15 125 39 0.31

2013/14 125 46 0.37

2012/13 125 29 0.23

2011/12 125 35 0.28

2010/11 125 30 0.24

“You have to work with players to take 
a lot of care with any intervention 
in the box,” he said. Patrick Vieira 
asserted that defenders must stay on 
their feet and will now have to “try 
to close the angle of the striker more 
than try to win the ball”.

Similarly, Packie Bonner foresaw 
“more interceptions of balls rather 
than tackles” and raised a significant 
point for development coaches, 
arguing that they must produce two-
footed players who do not bring the 
risk of a weaker side that forwards 
can exploit in a one-v-one situation. 
Bonner added: “I can imagine an 
analyst giving that information to 
players to ‘get him inside the box and 
take him [the defender] on his right-
hand side and cut across on to his left 
as there’s great chance he is going to 
stick out a leg’. You have to try to get 
them balanced on both sides, as if 
you’re only developing them on one 
side as a defender, you are in trouble.”
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Thomas Tuchel 
with the trophy



“It was the best moment for the first meeting 
– or maybe the worst because it can only get 
worse now!” The first meeting that Thomas 
Tuchel was talking about was his on-field 
encounter with Chelsea owner Roman 
Abramovich following the club’s Champions 
League triumph. They had not met prior to 
the night that Tuchel, in his 30th match at 
the helm, repeated Roberto Di Matteo’s trick 
from 2012 of taking the reins during the 
season and guiding Chelsea to the trophy. (A 
feat, incidentally, that Hansi Flick had also 
managed the previous August with Bayern 
München, at the expense of Tuchel himself.) 

According to Roberto Martínez, Tuchel had 
reaped the benefit of his decision to restore 
experienced players like César Azpilicueta and 
Antonio Rüdiger to key roles. “When you’ve 
got experienced players you don’t have to 
work on decision-making,” he said. “What 
you work on is organisation, intensity. The 
defensive record is down to the fact every 
single player on that team works so hard to 
make it difficult for the opposition to have 
clear-cut chances.” Cosmin Contra added: 

THE HONEYMOON PERIOD

3
Three of Chelsea’s four 
European club competition 
wins this century came with 
a coach appointed mid-
season: Roberto Di Matteo 
(Champions League 2012), 
Rafael Benítez (Europa 
League 2013) and Thomas 
Tuchel (Champions League 
2021). Maurizio Sarri 
(Europa League 2019) was 
the exception.

“You see all the players involved in  
defensive actions. Tuchel got the message 
over very well.” 

Of course, there is also the new-manager 
bounce to consider. “When a manager gets to 
a football club, for the first couple of months 
the players are always really concentrated and 
focused on what he wants because they want 
to show him they want to play,” said Patrick 
Vieira, who cited the example of Tuchel’s 
former club, Paris Saint-Germain, highlighting 
the defensive work of Kylian Mbappé and 
Neymar during some of the early games as 
coach of Mauricio Pochettino, the German’s 
successor with the Ligue 1 club. 

The challenge with players with exceptional 
attacking talent, such as Mbappé and Neymar, 
is to maintain that message – that their team 
need them equally with and without the ball – 
through effective man-management. “This is 
the message the manager has to give players,” 
added Vieira, “and that can be individually in 
the room, where he can show to the players 
how important is their defensive duty, or it can 
be by unit or collectively.”
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Lionel Messi scores 
from the spot 

against Paris



TA R E M I 
F LY I N G 
H I G H
MEHDI TAREMI’S STUNNER FOR 
PORTO AGAINST CHELSEA WAS 
THE TECHNICAL TEAM’S TOP GOAL

It is never easy to select the 10 best goals of a Champions 
League season – and the quality and variety of strikes in 
2020/21 made it far from straightforward for UEFA’s team 
of technical observers this year. Their final list reflects the 
different types of goal which caught the eye this term 
and none was more eye-catching than the bicycle kick 
that Mehdi Taremi struck for Porto in added time in their 
quarter-final second leg against Chelsea in Seville. 

It was too late to save Porto, but a collector’s item 
nonetheless for the Iranian forward. He was standing in 
line with the far post, some 11 metres from the goal, 
when he sprung high and connected with a right-wing 
cross by fellow substitute Nanu and flashed the ball 
into the net. In a subsequent fans’ vote for Champions 
League Goal of the Tournament, it received more than 
750,000 votes.
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Mehdi Taremi takes 
off to get Porto 
on the scoresheet 
against Chelsea



It was not the only overhead effort on the shortlist – nor 
the only one scored against Chelsea, with Real Madrid’s 
Karim Benzema producing a terrific volley on the turn 
against the Londoners in the semi-final first leg. It took 
something special to score past Thomas Tuchel’s team 
and Benzema did just that with a goal that demanded 
improvisation, athleticism and superb technical ability. After 
Casemiro and Éder Militão had combined to nod Marcelo’s 
far post ball back across goal, Benzema found space amid a 
cluster of bodies in the penalty box, controlled the ball with 
head and hooked it into the roof of the net.

Olivier Giroud produced something similar for Chelsea 
against Atlético de Madrid in the Round of 16. As a ball 
bounced up in the Atleti box, the Frenchman executed an 
overhead kick with his left foot, sending the ball into the turf 
and up beyond the stretching Jan Oblak.

Among the long-range goals featured was Lionel Messi’s 
fierce 30 metre drive for Barcelona in their 1-1 last-16 
draw at Paris Saint-Germain. It was his 120th goal in the 
competition and few have been struck with such ferocity. As 
Packie Bonner observed: “The goalkeeper had no chance. 
The power was incredible.”

Neymar’s own effort from outside the box, for Paris 
Saint-Germain against İstanbul Bașakșehir, was spectacular 
as much for the Brazilian’s work in the build-up. Receiving 
a pass with his back to Carlos Ponck, he turned to face the 
defender, slipped the ball through his legs and then met it 
on the other side with a first-time curled finish inside the far 
corner of the goal.

The other PSG goal was a triumph of teamwork, a stunning 
counterattack concluded by Kylian Mbappé. Julian Draxler 
was at its heart, winning the ball on the edge of his own box 
and – after a swift combination of passes with Mauro Icardi 
and Danilo – racing up to the ‘D’ of the Barcelona box before 
laying the ball off for Mbappé to sweep a first-time shot high 
past Marc-André ter Stegen. “It’s a brilliant counterattack and 
the finish at the end of it was sensational,” said Bonner.

Another fine team goal was Manor Solomon’s for Shahktar 
Donetsk in their group stage victory at Real Madrid, the 
Israeli carrying the ball forward from inside his own half, 
feeding Tetê and then latching on to his team-mate’s clever, 
back-heeled return pass and wrongfooting Thibaut Courtois 
with a low finish. In the same match, Luka Modrić earned 
his place in the top 10 for the ability showed in eluding two 
opponents on a crossfield run to find the space from which 
to swerve a shot past Anatoliy Trubin from 30 metres. 

Shakhtar were on the receiving end of another venomous 
shot, this time by Borussia Mönchengladbach’s Alassane 
Pléa in the German club’s 6-0 win in Ukraine. Pléa had never 
scored in the competition before his hat-trick that night and 
this was the pick of the three, not just for the sheer force of 
the strike from distance but for the nine-man move which 
worked the ball from one end of the field to the other.

Last but not least, the list included a single goal by a 
player who is not nominally a forward – namely, the Leipzig 
wing-back Angeliño. Yet his goal against İstanbul Bașakșehir 
was of the highest calibre: a run from deep into the box to 
meet Kevin Kampl’s lofted pass before an exceptional turn 
and finish. “What he did with the turn was very difficult,” 
said an admiring Cosmin Contra, once a left-back himself.

2   ALASSANE PLÉA 
SHAKHTAR 0-6 MÖNCHENGLADBACH  
Pléa unleashes a thunderous shot from outside box 
after an end-to-end move.

3   KARIM BENZEMA 
REAL MADRID 1-1 CHELSEA 
Outstanding No9 play as Benzema heads the up ball 
from a corner then hooks in a volley.

4   LUKA MODRIĆ 
REAL MADRID 2-3 SHAKHTAR 
The Croatian midfielder ghosts past two orange shirts 
before firing in a 30m drive.

5   LIONEL MESSI 
PARIS 1-1 BARCELONA 
Messi advances centrally on goal then strikes a rocket 
shot past Keylor Navas.

6   OLIVIER GIROUD 
ATLÉTICO 0-1 CHELSEA 
Giroud reacts to a bouncing ball with a precise 
overhead finish.

7   NEYMAR 
PARIS 5-1 BAȘAKȘEHIR 
Lovely skill from Neymar to elude a defender before 
curling a shot into the far corner.

8   MANOR SOLOMON 
REAL MADRID 2-3 SHAKHTAR 
Manouevres the ball upfield and combines with Tetê 
before wrongfooting keeper Thibaut Courtois.

9    ANGELIÑO 
LEIPZIG 2-0 BAȘAKȘEHIR  
The wing-back makes a clever angled run before  
and instant turn on the ball and shot.

10   KYLIAN MBAPPÉ 
BARCELONA 1-4 PARIS  
Mbappé caps a brilliant counter with a first-time 
strike across keeper Marc-André ter Stegen.

TOP TEN GOALS

1 MEHDI TAREMI 
CHELSEA 0-1 PORTO 
Taremi meets a deep cross from the right 
with a stunning bicycle kick.
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G O A L S CO R I N G
GOALS DIPPED SLIGHTLY, BUT CONTINUED TO FLOW AT A HIGH RATE

There were 366 goals scored across the 
125 matches played in the 2020/21 UEFA 
Champions League season. This meant a 
goals-per-game ratio of 2.9 – identical to 
the 2018/19 campaign. In the current 125-
game format, introduced in 2004, there have 
been only four seasons featuring more goals 
than 2020/21 – namely 2012/13, 2016/17, 
2017/18 and 2019/20.

For the second year running, Bayern 
München ended the season as top scorers 
with 27 goals. Where a year earlier they had 
achieved an exceptional goal ratio of 3.9 per 
game, this time out they managed 2.7 per 
game. The team with the second-best ratio 
were Manchester United who scored 2.5 per 
game, or 15 from six group matches, prior to 
their early elimination. 

United’s neighbours Manchester City were 
the second-highest scorers with 25 goals and 
failed to find the net in only one stadium, the 
Estádio do Dragão, where they played out a 
goalless group-stage draw at Porto and later 
returned for their losing final appearance.

The second halves of matches produced 
more goals than the first – 199 to 165 – with 
the latter stages providing the most goals as 
games opened up, with teams chasing a result 
and fatigue creeping in. Counting all the goals 
struck from the 76-minute mark to the end of 
added time, there were 85, which represented 
23.2% of the overall total. 
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Kylian Mbappé on 
the ball for Paris
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23.2%
of goals were scored 
from 76 minutes 
onwards

40.2% 
of goals were scored 
in the last third (plus 
added time) of each 
half – 147 in total

26 
matches were won by 
goals scored from the 
70th minute onwards

90+6 
Sevilla’s Youssef 
En-Nesyri scored the 
season’s latest goal v 
Borussia Dortmund; 
his team-mate Munir 
netted the second 
latest (90+5) v 
Krasnodar

6 
Bayern struck eight of 
their 18 group stage 
goals in the final 20 
minutes of matches 
– including four in the 
6-2 win at Salzburg 
between minutes 79 
and 90+2
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COMEBACK WINS
MAN CITY 3-1 PORTO

SALZBURG 2-6 BAYERN

LEIPZIG 2-1 PARIS

SEVILLA 3-2 KRASNODAR

JUVENTUS 2-1 FERENCVÁROS

MARSEILLE 2-1 OLYMPIACOS

ZENIT 1-2 DORTMUND

BARCELONA 1-4 PARIS

SEVILLA 2-3 DORTMUND

JUVENTUS 3-2 PORTO

DORTMUND 1-2 MAN CITY

PARIS 1-2 MAN CITY

74.8% 

of matches were 
won by the team 
scoring first

89.9%  

Matches in which 
the team who 
scored first avoided 
defeat

22
Of the 28 finals 
featuring at least 
one goal in the 
Champions League 
era, the team 
conceding first have 
lost 22 times

7 

The team scoring 
first have won the 
last seven finals

Of the 119 matches in which at least one goal was 
scored, the team breaking the deadlock avoided 
defeat on all but 12 occasions. In other words, 
the first goal in a UEFA Champions League match 
offered an 89.9% likelihood of avoiding defeat – 
and 74.8% when it came to winning. 

Manchester City were the competition’s 
comeback kings, retrieving deficits to win on 
three occasions: 3-1 at home against Porto in 
the group stage, and 2-1 away against both 
Borussia Dortmund and Paris Saint-Germain in 
the knockout rounds. Meanwhile, Dortmund and 
Juventus each turned matches around twice – in 
the case of the Bundesliga club, away from home 
on both occasions. The number of comeback 
wins (12) was identical to the 2018/19 season, 
which was the last full season played out with 
spectators in the stadiums.

THE ADVANTAGE OF SCORING FIRST 
Once again, the chances of winning massively increased for the team scoring first

Sevilla showed the same fortitude that had 
helped them win the previous season’s UEFA 
Europa League by twice salvaging something from 
games after falling two goals behind. In the group 
stage, they trailed Krasnodar 2-0 at home after 
21 minutes yet, despite the sending-off of Jesús 
Navas in first-half added time, ended up with 
a hard-earned 3-2 victory. At Dortmund in the 
second leg of their Round of 16 tie, they rescued a 
2-2 draw on the night through a Youssef En-Nesyri 
header six minutes into stoppage time. 

A deep-rooted resilience is a mark of the best 
teams and Real Madrid, the 13-times winners, 
drew on their competitive instincts in another 
encounter between German and Spanish sides 
when snatching a 2-2 group-stage draw at 
Borussia Mönchengladbach, through late strikes 
by Karim Benzema (87) and Casemiro (90+3).

COMEBACKS FROM TWO GOALS DOWN

TO DRAW

GLADBACH 2-2 REAL MADRID

ATALANTA 2-2 AJAX

FERENCVÁROS 2-2 DYNAMO KYIV

DORTMUND 2-2 SEVILLA

TO WIN

SEVILLA 3-2 KRASNODAR
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HOME VERSUS AWAY WINS

SEASON HOME WINS AWAY WINS DRAWS

20/21 51 49 24

19/20* 50 39 23

18/19 56 41 27

17/18 55 43 26

16/17 55 36 33

15/16 67 32 25

14/15 63 33 28

13/14 62 39 23

12/13 58 39 27

11/12 62 30 32

2020/21  6

2019/20  4

2018/19  7

2017/18  7

2016/17  10

2015/16  10

2014/15  8

2013/14  6

2012/13  5

2011/12  9

2010/11  7

2009/10  7

2008/09  14

2007/08  10

2006/07  11

2005/06  20

2004/05  10

2003/04  10

Results across 2020/21 would suggest that 
home advantage virtually vanished during 
a season of Champions League football 
played almost wholly in empty stadiums.

Away matches in Europe were already 
much less the intimidating journey into the 
unknown that they could so often be in the 
early days of UEFA’s club competitions – 
hence the decision to remove the away-
goals rule from next season – yet the fact 
there were only two more home victories 
(51) than away (49) was still striking. 

Barely a decade ago, in the 2011/12 
campaign, there were twice as many home 
wins (62) as away (32). According to Roberto 
Martínez, the absence of spectators was 

H O M E  A D VA N TA G E ?
A lack of fans meant playing away was no longer a great disadvantage

an evident factor. “In terms of the lack of 
public, as a coach I’d say that helps you 
to find time and space to make decisions, 
but it’s clear that with no crowd the home 
advantage has disappeared,” he reflected. 
“Do you think Liverpool would have 
beaten Barcelona [in their 2019 semi-final 
comeback] without a crowd? One hundred 
per cent no.

“I don’t think it’s home performance but 
more away performance [affected]. If you 
are Real Madrid with an empty [Anfield], I 
think you can get an extra touch and you 
can try to keep the ball easier and better. 
When a full crowd’s on top of you, even 
the referees’ decisions are different.”

GOALLESS DRAWS 
A RARE BREED
Since the current 125-match format 
was established, there have only been 
two campaigns with fewer goalless 
draws than the six stalemates recorded 
in 2020/21. There were five stalemates 
in 2012/13 and four in 2019/20, albeit 
the latter campaign was exceptional 
for containing 119 matches, owing 
to the introduction of a single-game 
format from the quarter-finals 
onwards. 

GOALLESS DRAWS 
PER SEASON*119 matches played rather than 125
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Liverpool’s Anfield 
fortress was less 

effective without 
fans in the stands



HAALAND’S PERFECT TEN
The Borussia Dortmund striker topped 
the scoring charts

TOP SCORERS Goals xG Shots Shots  
on target

Shot  
conversion

Minutes  
per goal

Erling Haaland 10 6.5 26 17 38.5% 70.5

Kylian Mbappé 8 7.31 32 12 25% 112.4

Marcus Rashford 6 3.07 19 12 31.6% 69.3

Olivier Giroud 6 2.6 10 7 60% 42.7

Álvaro Morata 6 3.98 17 12 35.3% 99.5

Youssef En-Nesyri 6 2.89 16 7 37.5% 64.3

Karim Benzema 6 5.91 33 17 18.2% 140.2

Neymar 6 5.16 31 17 19.4% 124

Mohamed Salah 6 5.14 22 13 27.3% 192.7

Alassane Pléa 5 3.67 16 7 31.3% 107.8

Ciro Immobile 5 3.97 16 9 31.3% 83.2

Robert Lewandowski 5 4.61 23 10 21.7% 102.8

Lionel Messi 5 5.92 37 20 13.5% 108

Sérgio Oliveira 5 3.15 13 10 38.5% 147.4

For the second successive season Erling Haaland 
scored ten goals in the Champions League. Yet where 
he had ended his 2019/20 breakthrough season 
ranked second in the overall scoring chart, this time 
he finished top.

Haaland’s efforts in the Round of 16 tie 
against Sevilla – in which he hit two goals in each 
leg – led UEFA observer Steffen Freund to hail 
his “unstoppable pace, physical presence and 
composure”. He had already scored in all of his four 
group-stage outings, with doubles home and away 
against Club Brugge, and this helps explain how he 
reached the Champions League 20-goal mark after 
just 14 appearances across his first two campaigns 
– an unprecedented rate. Although he did not score 
in the quarter-final against Manchester City he 
still ended the campaign as the competition’s top 
marksman.

The Norwegian hit nine of his ten goals with his 
left foot, and just one of them from the penalty spot. 
All of them were inside the penalty box but only one 
within the five-metre box, his first goal at Club Brugge 
which he turned in with his right foot after a headed 
attempt had been blocked. 

His work, however, was not confined to the penalty 
area. At Lazio and Sevilla, he scored goals after 
picking the ball up further back, feeding a team-mate 
and then getting into the box to finish when that 
colleague returned the ball to him. The Sevilla effort 
was a particularly arresting example of his speed, 
power and sheer hunger as he burst into the box and 
buried Jadon Sancho’s flicked ball back to him. 

It is a measure of the 20-year-old’s ability to make 
things happen – and conjure something spectacular 
– that he scored ten goals despite an xG rate of 6.5. 
Additionally, his shot conversion rate of 38.5% was 
surpassed by only one other player to get five goals 
or more, Chelsea’s Olivier Giroud. The French veteran 
started only two games yet scored six goals from ten 
shots, four of them in the 4-0 win at Sevilla.

While Kylian Mbappé was second in the ranking 
with eight goals – marking the Paris Saint-Germain 
man’s most productive Champions League 
campaign to date – there were seven players 
in joint-third place with six goals. This number 
included Marcus Rashford, whose goals all came 
in the group stage prior to Manchester United’s 
elimination, and Sevilla’s Youssef En-Nesyri, who 
had not played in the competition previously. 
The Moroccan’s minutes-per-goal rate (64.3) 
was second only to Giroud’s (42.7) among the 
forwards featured here and his shot conversion rate 
(37.5%) the third-best. Lionel Messi’s minutes-
per-goal, by contrast, was the lowest at 13.5%.
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Erling Haaland 
celebrates scoring 

against Sevilla



CATEGORY ACTION TOTAL (Group stage/Knockout stage)

OPEN PLAY

Combinations 53 (42/11)

Crosses 54 (48/6)

Cut-backs 18 (16/2)

Through balls 23 (18/5)

Long passes 12 (8/4)

Counterattacks 26 (16/10)

Individual action 5 (3/2)

Shots from outside box 33 (17/6)

Defensive errors 22 (15/7)

Own goals 12 (11/1)

SET PLAY

Corners 25 (21/4)

Following corners 8 (5/3)

Throw-ins 1 (0/1)

Penalties 55 (47/8)

Direct free-kicks 9 (6/3)

Indirect free-kicks 11 (7/4)

Total 386

HOW THE GOALS WERE SCORED 14
Games it took Erling 
Haaland to reach 20 
Champions League 
goals

37
Shots by Lionel Messi, 
more than any other 
player

33.3%
of Juventus’s goals 
were sourced from 
crosses

6 
Juan Cuadrado 
provided the most 
assists, all from 
crosses

21.7%  
of Chelsea goals 
came from through 
balls (five)

5  
goals were scored on 
the counterattack by 
Paris Saint-Germain

30%
of goals came from 
set plays, penalties 
included

ROUTE TO GOAL 
Crosses and cut-backs were down on the previous season

Recent technical reports have underlined the 
significance of crosses and cut-backs as a route to 
goal yet there was a drop in the number scored in 
2020/21. 

Where the previous season had featured 81 
goals from crosses and 32 from cut-backs, the 
respective figures for this campaign were 54 and 
18. Even accounting for the reduction in goals 
scored, this meant they accounted for 19.7% of 
the total number scored – compared with 29.3% 
a year earlier. As further points of comparison, the 
crosses/cut-backs category produced 25.7% of the 
goals in 2018/19 and 27.9% in 2017/18.

This is not to say the number of crosses per 
game has dipped greatly – there were 22 on 
average in 2020/21 compared with 24 in 2019/20 
– with a similar completion rate. No team profited 
more from balls from the flanks than Juventus who 
scored from six crosses and two cut-backs. Their 

cross completion rate was 33.7% - the highest 
among the last 16 sides with Sevilla second (30.1%).

The credit for Juventus’s output belongs largely 
to Juan Cuadrado, the right-sided Colombian 
international. He delivered crosses for six goals, 
starting with Álvaro Morata’s header in the opening 
win at Dynamo Kyiv and concluding with Federico 
Chiesa’s successful connection  against Porto in 
the Round of 16. Of the other participants in the 
knockout stage, Real Madrid had scored from six 
crosses a year earlier and now struck from five along 
with Atalanta.

There was just one less goal scored from 
combinations (53) than from crosses and the two 
finalists, Chelsea and Manchester City, both scored 
five goals this way. For City, three of Ferran Torres’s 
four group stage goals belonged to this category; 
so too both Chelsea strikes in their semi-final 
second leg against Madrid.
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THE KILLER PASS
Champions Chelsea made the 
most of defence-splitting balls

DEFENSIVE ERRORS
Playing out from the back 
proved costly

INDIVIDUAL  
ACTIONS SCARCE
Team play came to the fore

There was a marginal reduction in through 
balls across the competition – the 23 scored 
representing 6.3% of the overall total 
compared with 8.6% in 2019/20 – although 
Chelsea had particular success with this route 
to goal. 

The Londoners scored five times through 
defence-splitting balls, including Kai Havertz’s 
final strike from Mason Mount’s piercing pass 
through the middle. Mount himself profited 
from a cute Jorginho ball when hitting his first 
goal in the competition against Porto in the 
quarter-finals.

Liverpool’s 5-0 success at Atalanta featured 
three goals from through passes. Sadio 
Mané’s ball, bent around centre-back José 
Luis Palomino for Diogo Jota to complete 
his hat-trick (and conclude a move begun in 
Liverpool’s five-metre box), was especially 
eye-catching. 

Admirers of the precision pass will have 
appreciated two other group stage goals, both 
in matches involving Inter Milan. 

Lautaro Martínez’s strike in the 3-2 defeat 
at Real Madrid owed so much to a back-
heel flick by Nicolò Barella, which moved 
the ball beyond Sergio Ramos and gave 
the Argentinian a clear sight of goal in the 
opposition box. 

Florian Neuhaus’s ball for Jonas 
Hofmann’s strike against Inter for Borussia 
Mönchengladbach, meanwhile, was an 
exceptional example of the more typical, 
eye-of-a-needle through ball. The Gladbach 
player was some 15 metres inside his own half 
when he released an angled ball that took out 
five Inter players and put Hofmann through 
on goal.

Atalanta, Borussia Dortmund, Ferencváros, 
Juventus, Olympiacos and Shakhtar were all 
guilty of losing a goal – two in Shakhtar’s case 
(against both Gladbach and Real Madrid) – 
for bungled attempts to play out from the 
back. With Juventus and Olympiacos, each 
conceded when put under pressure by Porto, 
and overall, these seven goals represented 
almost one-third of the 22 goals produced by 
defensive errors. 

Packie Bonner, the UEFA technical adviser 
and former Republic of Ireland and Celtic 
goalkeeper, said he had seen an increase in 
“big mistakes” in this aspect of the game – 
namely building up through the goalkeeper. 
He reflected: “I know why people are doing it 
and why they’re trying to drag people in, to 
create spaces and play either through, around 
or beyond, but the pressure on that part of 
the game now is crucial. I don’t know whether 
they’re [coaches] working really, really hard 
on it or, because of the schedule, leaving 
it up to the players to make the decisions 
themselves.”

If there were 33 goals from shots from outside 
the box and 26 from counterattacks, there 
were just five fitting the category of individual 
action. The overhead kicks of Porto’s Mehdi 
Taremi and Chelsea’s Olivier Giroud both 
feature in the selection of top ten goals, but 
the absence of solo strikes raises the question 
whether factors such as the use of inverted 
wingers and the prevailing wish for forwards 
to defend from the front means we are seeing 
– to quote observer John Peacock – fewer 
“one-v-one players who can go past people 
inside and outside”. 

Peacock explained: “Definitely there’s 
more team play going on, where you have 
to be good in both transitions in and out of 
possession and the other way as well. There 
is still individual brilliance out there but we 
are probably not seeing it as often – an 
outstanding dribble that goes past two, three 
people and rifles it into back of net. Instead, 
we’re seeing combination plays, the good 
team play, the shots from distance.”

3
Average number of 
passes before a goal

9.3
Average number of 
seconds required per 
sequence before scoring

5
Barcelona and Chelsea 
scored the most 
penalties at five apiece
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Florian Neuhaus has 
the vision to pick out 
Jonas Hofmann’s run for 
Gladbach against Inter



SPEED OF SCORING
A patient build-up was often the key to success

Start as you mean to carry on. That is one 
way of summing up the goal with which 
finalists Manchester City sealed their 
opening win of the campaign against 
Porto, scored by Ferran Torres. It followed a 
37-second, 12-pass sequence, illustrative of 
a side with fluid movement and the ability to 
create triangles and produce options for the 
player in possession. 

Overall, runners-up City ended 2020/21 
having averaged the longest passage 
of passing directly prior to scoring: 15.6 
seconds and 5.4 passes. Porto, by contrast, 
scored a goal at City quite in tune with their 
approach: an interception by Matheus Uribe 
and a single pass to Luis Díaz, who took 
over and did the rest. Indeed, Porto ended 
2020/21 having averaged 1.2 passes and 4.1 
seconds per goal – the lowest figures among 

those clubs which reached the knockout 
round and helped by such goals as Medhi 
Taremi’s opener against Juventus when he 
intercepted a back-pass and bundled the ball 
past Wojciech Szczęsny.  

If Juventus recorded the second-highest 
average number of passes before a goal 
(5.1), champions Chelsea ranked second 
for the average length of passing sequence 
– namely 14.9 seconds. This befits a team 
with a patient build-up under Thomas 
Tuchel, working openings and switching 
sides to try to gain overloads on the flanks. 

As a final example of how the metric 
works, newcomers Rennes ranked in 
the bottom five of all the season’s 32 
participants – with an average of 0.3 passes 
and 0.7 seconds – for the fact that all three 
of their goals came from set plays. 

TIME ON THE BALL

Average 
passing  

sequence 
(passes)

Average 
time  

sequence 
(seconds)

Man  City 5.4 15.6

Juventus 5.1 14.1

Chelsea 4.4 14.9

Leipzig 4.3 11.3

Lazio 3.9 12.7

Liverpool 3.6 12.1

Atalanta 3.3 10.5

Real Madrid 3.2 9.8

Barcelona 3 7.9

Atlético 2.9 6.7

Paris 2.8 9.4

Gladbach 2.7 7.8

Bayern 2.5 8.6

Sevilla 2.4 7.5

Dortmund 2.4 7.5

Porto 1.2 4.1

GERMAN EFFICIENCY
Gladbach made the most of 
their chances

SET-PLAY SUCCESS
Spot kicks swell set-play total

With 16 goals from 75 shots, Gladbach had the 
highest shots-to-goals conversion (21.3%). Of 
the teams to reach the knockout stage, Porto 
ranked second (18.1%) and Bayern München 
third (16.4%). Atlético de Madrid were last 
(7.4%). Liverpool’s goals return was identical to 
their xG (15.00).

Top scorers Bayern München had an expected 
goals (xG) total of 22.28 but scored 27 times. 
Similarly, Borussia Dortmund, recorded an 
xG count of 15.10 but scored 19 goals, while 
Borussia Mönchengladbach, with 11.80 xG, 
scored 16 times. Conversely, French newcomers 
Rennes recorded an xG figure of 7.73 but scored 
only three times in their six group fixtures. 

After last season’s anomaly of a single direct 
free-kick goal, the 2020/21 season featured 
nine such strikes. One Manchester City player, 
İlkay Gündoğan, started the ball rolling with 
his effort against Porto on Matchday 1 and 
Riyad Mahrez’s free-kick through the Paris 
Saint-Germain wall in the semi-final first 
leg completed a list which also featured 
Porto’s Sérgio Oliveira (v Juventus);Borussia 
Dortmund’s Jadon Sancho (v Club Brugge); 
Borussia Mönchengladbach’s Oscar Wendt (v 
Shakhtar Donetsk); and Istanbul Bașașkehir’s 
Deniz Türüç (v Manchester United). 

Special mentions go to Magomed 
Suleymanov, then 20, who scored a lovely 
free-kick 17 minutes into his first UEFA 
Champions League start at Sevilla, and to 
Istanbul Bașașkehir’s İrfan Can Kahveci for 
the dead-ball effort which flew in off the 

underside of the crossbar to complete a 
spectacular hat-trick of goals from outside the 
box against Leipzig. Finally, Luis Muriel’s effort 
for Atalanta at Real Madrid was notable for its 
preamble: a trio of team-mates guarded the 
ball with their own mini-wall before turning 
and dispersing towards the Madrid defensive 
wall as Muriel stepped up to shoot.

Penalties included, there were 109 set-
play goals overall – a sizeable rise on the 79 
recorded in 2019/20. The rising number of 
spot kicks is a principal cause. In 2010/11 
there were 30 penalties awarded in the 
competition; a decade on, that number had 
practically doubled to 59, with 55 of them 
converted. Even the season before (albeit 
from six fewer games), there had been the 
considerably smaller total of 37 penalties 
converted.
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Ferran Torres completes 
an impressive City 

move against Porto



SLEEPING ON THE JOB
No close follower of Champions League football in 
2020/21 could fail to notice the innovative tactic 
adopted by teams when defending free-kicks within 
shooting distance of goal. “The sleeper” is the term 
Packie Bonner used to describe this fresh ploy of 
having a player lie prostrate behind the defensive wall, 
to provide an extra barrier for when his team-mates in 
the wall jump. 

Describing the benefits of this approach, Roberto 
Martínez said: “If the wall jumps, you cover a better 
angle. But when the wall jumps, you also open the 
angle that the goalkeeper doesn’t cover, which is 
along the ground. What this does is put a lot more 
focus on everyone who is in the wall. It’s almost, ‘Okay, 
he has a job down there, I need to make sure I do my 
job properly’ and that makes everyone concentrate.”

One striking image of Manchester City’s domestic 
campaign came in a league fixture against Liverpool 
when Rúben Dias actually dragged Oleksandr 
Zinchenko – the nominated ‘sleeper’ – into the 
correct position. City’s semi-final first leg at Paris 
Saint-Germain offered a different image, namely an 
example of how not to defend a free-kick, when Riyad 
Mahrez’s strike passed between Presnel Kimpembe 
and Leandro Paredes, the two home players on the 
end of the wall, on its way inside Keylor Navas’s right-
hand post. Marco Verratti, lying in the sleeper position, 
could only look on helplessly.

The Round of 16 second-leg match between 
Juventus and Porto provided another high-profile 
example of a goal scored when a defensive wall failed 
to do its job. For Porto midfielder Sérgio Oliveira’s 
decisive free-kick from 30 metres, Juventus had a 
three-man wall made up of Álvaro Morata, Cristiano 
Ronaldo and Adrien Rabiot, with no sleeper in place 

GOAL TYPE

SET PLAYS
Goals from set plays increased 
by 12%, but are still well down  
on previous highs

Marquinhos celebrates 
scoring from a corner 
against City

There were 57 goals scored from set plays (excluding 
penalties) in 2020/21, representing 16% of the overall total 
of 366 – an increase on the 12% recorded the previous 
season but still behind the 18% of 2018/19. Taken in 
isolation, goals from and following corners (33) accounted for 
10% of all goals scored, while goals from direct free-kicks (9), 
indirect free-kicks (11) and throw-ins (1) made up 6%.

Including penalties, the total number of goals from set 
plays stood at 31%, the highest percentage in recent years 
due to the sharp increase in the number of penalties, as 
mentioned in the Talking Points section. Note that for this 
analysis, any own goal scored during a dead-ball action is 
counted as a set-play goal. 

SEASON SET PLAYS PENALTIES OPEN PLAY

2020/21 57 55 257

2019/20 48 37 301

2018/19 66 34 266

2017/18 70 28 303

2016/17 73 33 274

2015/16 65 25 257
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Marco Verratti of Paris 
Saint-Germain lies 

behind the wall before 
Riyad Mahrez’s free-

kick strike

Atalanta’s Luis Muriel 
catches Real Madrid’s 

Thibaut Courtois off guard

DOUBLE WALL  
SPELLS DOUBLE  
TROUBLE FOR KEEPERS
Mahrez’s free-kick at Paris was noteworthy too for the sight 
of three City players standing together just in front of the 
defensive wall, to provide an additional barrier between the 
goalkeeper and the taker. In the group stage, the free-kick 
goals by Krasnodar’s Magomed Suleymanov and İstanbul 
Bașakșehir’s İrfan Can Kahveci each featured a similar 
ploy with two team-mates positioned in front of the wall. 
Atalanta offered a different take on this tactic for Luis 
Muriel’s effort at Real Madrid in the round of 16: they had 
three players standing two metres in front of the ball, facing 
the Madrid wall, as Muriel and Ruslan Malinovskyi stood over 
it. As Muriel shaped to shoot, the trio ran towards the Madrid 
wall, providing an extra distraction. The effect of such a ploy 
is that the goalkeeper sees the ball even later and, in this 
case, Thibaut Courtois admitted afterwards that he had been 
anticipating a strike by the left-footed Malinovskyi: “I actually 
thought Malinovskyi was going to shoot at my side of the 
goal and he told me that was originally their plan but Muriel 
saw where I was and hit a great free-kick.”

0 
Chelsea, Leipzig and 
Liverpool were the 
only knockout stage 
participants not to 
score from a set 
piece

6 
Paris Saint-Germain 
scored the most 
goals from set plays

5 
Paris’s tally included 
an unmatched five 
goals from corners

27 
Sevilla and Real 
Madrid created the 
most chances from 
set plays

57 
Percentage of 
İstanbul Başakşehir 
goals from set plays

behind. Morata and Rabiot each jumped, while Ronaldo – the man 
in the middle – turned his back and the ball duly flew through his 
legs on its way past goalkeeper Wojciech Szczęsny. 

Whatever the number in the wall – or whether or not there is 
a player ‘sleeping’ behind – Patrick Vieira cited another factor of 
significance: “When you set up a wall, do you go for the size or do 
you go for the character and the personality as well?” Bonner, who 
lined up many a defensive wall in his goalkeeping days, echoed this 
view, saying: “You have to have the reliable people in there.”
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SET-PLAY GOALS AND EXPECTED GOALS

*Data excluding penalties

6

5

4 4 4 4
4

3
3

2 2 2 2
2

1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

4.61 4.57

4.2
4.45

3.3

2.3

3.39

2.39

2.92

2.21 2.18

3.69

1.71

1.16

1.56 1.6
1.77

1.17 1.2

0.88
0.68

0.5

1.41

1.89

0.98
1.29 1.21

0.87
0.59

1.85
1.62

1.15

  SET-PLAY GOALS  
  xG 

BAŞAKŞEHIR TAKE  
THEIR CHANCES
İstanbul Başakşehir exceeded their set-play expected goals 
by the greatest amount, scoring four times from an xG 
of 1.15. The home fixture against Leipzig on matchday 5 
demonstrated their inventiveness, their first goal coming 
from a corner after five players had crowded the space 
around the five-metre box, to leave space on the edge of 
the area for a first-time shot by Kahveci. The same player’s 
hat-trick goal that evening came from the aforementioned 
double wall, which helped obscure Leipzig goalkeeper Péter 
Gulácsi’s view before Kahveci’s strike, which kissed the 
underside of the crossbar on its way in. 

Inventive use of set 
plays paid dividends 

for İstanbul Başakşehir 
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SET-PLAY GOALS CONCEDED
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  SET-PLAY GOALS  
  xG 

RENNES KEEP IT TIGHT
Stade Rennais were one of four teams who did 
not concede from a set play, despite conceding 
16 chances and 2.85 xG. Using a zonal marking 
system, they conceded 1.43 xG from set plays 
in their away fixture against Sevilla, albeit that 
same zonal system allowed Benjamin Bourigeaud 
to drop back onto the line and clear from Jules 
Koundé’s header, after the initial set-play delivery 
had floated over the zone he was defending. 

PORTO GIVE UP CHANCES 
Porto were highlighted in the 2018/19 technical report 
as the most productive team from set plays offensively. 
During the 2020/21 season, they conceded two goals 
from set plays, despite conceding 4.56xG (the highest 
in the competition). In their home fixture against Man 
City on matchday 5, goalkeeper Agustín Marchesín 
kept a clean sheet despite Porto conceding 2.21 from 
set-play chances. 

Stade Rennais 
defend a corner 

in Group E against 
Sevilla

Agustín 
Marchesín 
of Porto in 

action against 
Manchester City

1.47
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PRESSING

While Liverpool pressed 
less in 2020/21, Atlético 
changed their approach 
and put on the squeeze 

Luis Suárez fires 
a shot at goal

One trend identified across domestic leagues 
in Europe in 2020/21 was a reduction in 
pressing. In the Champions League, there 
were significant decreases recorded by some 
clubs while others pressed more according to 
the metric used to measure pressing – PPDA 
(Passes allowed Per Defensive Action).

A lower PPDA score equates to more 
intense pressing and the adjacent table – 
of clubs participating in the group stage in 
each of the past two seasons – shows that 
Atalanta and Liverpool were the clubs with 
the biggest drop-off. Atalanta recorded 
a defensive action every 14.04 passes on 
average compared with every 10.17 the 
previous season, meaning a 38.1% fall in 
intensity. With Liverpool, the average gap 
between actions rose from 8.84 to 12.16 
passes – a 37.6% drop. It is worth adding 
that this cannot be attributed to decreased 
physical outputs given the average distance 
covered by each team was not much less 
than the season before: in Liverpool’s case 
114.74km in 2020/21 compared with 
115.04km in 2019/20, and for Atalanta, 
109.8km down from 110.02km. At the other 
end of the scale, Atlético de Madrid were 
the club with the most marked increase in 
intensity – a 24.3% rise, from 15.3 to 11.6.

PPDA* 19/20 PPDA* 20/21 PRESSING % DIFFERENCE

Atalanta 10.17 14.04 -38.05%

Liverpool 8.84 12.16 -37.56%

Ajax 7.52 9.26 -23.14%

Man City 9.74 11.54 -18.48%

Lokomotiv 15.1 17.65 -16.89%

Shakhtar 16.31 18.99 -16.43%

Paris 11.32 12.93 -14.22%

Brugge 12.43 13.89 -11.75%

Bayern 8.01 8.76 -9.36%

Juventus 10.88 10.81 0.64%

Dortmund 15.04 14.93 0.73%

Barcelona 11.53 11.17 3.12%

Leipzig 10.44 9.75 6.61%

Chelsea 12.34 11.73 7.21%

Olympiacos 16.44 14.86 9.61%

Real Madrid 13.75 12.34 10.25%

Zenit 14.13 12.31 12.88%

Inter 13.56 11.46 15.49%

Salzburg 11.46 9.33 18.59%

Atlético 15.3 11.58 24.31%

 *Passes allowed per defensive action

PRESSING PER SEASON
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Liverpool’s pressure map for their 
Round of 16 second leg tie against 
Leipzig. Technical observer Robbie 
Keane described the performance 

as “tactically very astute and a very 
counterattacking style of play”.

ATLETI INTENSITY
“Atlético de Madrid press much earlier than they did 
previously,” said Ginés Meléndez in a discussion of the Spanish 
title winners’ more intense pressing of the opposition in 
Europe. Cosmin Contra, an Atlético old boy, pointed to the 
impact of coach Diego Simeone’s switch from a 1-4-4-2 set-up 
to three central defenders and two wing-backs. “For that they 
can press higher,” said Contra. “In previous years they liked to 
defend in their half and counterattack.”

A change in personnel was another factor, according to 
Contra. “One of the keys was Luis Suárez who’s the kind of 
striker who helps you to press, who helps you to be aggressive, 
who doesn’t give the central defenders any peace.” In short, 
a coach requires the right profile of player to make a tactic 
work, and Suárez, a player with a point to prove after leaving 
Barcelona, helped to effect this change.

Atlético’s pressure 
map for their group 

stage match at 
home to Bayern

REDS PRESS LESS
Fixture congestion was one reason given for the broad trend, 
yet in Liverpool’s case there were other factors according to 
UEFA’s observers. Arguably no team in the Champions League 
has profited as much Liverpool have done from pressing football 
over the past few seasons: squeezing the playing area with a 
high line and going one-v-one at the back in order to have extra 
players to press high. 

One view was that the loss of Virgil van Dijk last October to a 
season-ending injury (followed soon after by his fellow centre-
back Joe Gomez) may have created a degree of hesitancy 
among players, full-backs included, who would previously have 
pushed forward, safe in the knowledge that any space left 
behind could be covered by quick central defenders strong in 
those one-v-one situations. Another mooted factor was rival 
teams’ reluctance to build from the back and risk falling victim 
to the Liverpool press – bringing the knock-on effect of fewer 
actual opportunities for Klopp’s men to press.

Were there other factors at play too? Roberto Martínez 
wondered whether the introduction of a playmaker in Thiago 
Alcántara had had an effect: rather than three midfielders full 
of energy, now there was one with a slightly different profile 
meaning that, as Martínez put it, “now you’ve gone to press, 
press, pause” rather than press, press, press.
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One useful metric for judging a team’s work in transitions 
from attack to defence is the counterpressure – to be 
specific, a pressure exerted within five seconds of a 
turnover. Two German clubs, Leipzig and Bayern München, 
ranked first and second for the highest average number of 
counterpressures among the 32 clubs participating from 
the group stage onwards.

Leipzig’s approach involved consistent pressing of their 
opponents in an attempt to force errors, with a focus on 
very quick transitions to attack once the ball was won. 
The heat map from their group stage win over İstanbul 
Başakşehir offers an indication of the work rate of three 
men in particular: mobile midfielder Christopher Nkunku 
(22 pressures) and forward Dani Olmo (16) who operated 
on the right side of the pitch that evening along with wing-
back Nordi Mukiele (24) and ranked among the top five for 
pressures by Leipzig players in the match.

Leipzig’s counterpressures 
for their group stage 
match at home to 
Başakşehir

LEIPZIG PRESS  
AND PRESS AGAIN

AVERAGE 
COUNTER-
PRESSURES 
PER GAME*

*Pressures exerted 
within five seconds 
of a turnover

Leipzig
Bayern 

Barcelona
Salzburg
Atlético 

Ajax
Man United
Midtjylland

Marseille
Dortmund

Real Madrid
Man City

Sevilla
Porto

Ferencváros
Paris

Olympiacos
Liverpool

Chelsea
Brugge

Atalanta
Shakhtar

Rennes
Başakşehir

Inter
Juventus

Zenit
Lokomotiv
Krasnodar

Dynamo Kyiv
Gladbach

Lazio
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If Leipzig and Bayern München were top of the class for 
counterpressures, a club from over the border in Austria 
caught the eye also. Salzburg had the fourth-highest 
average for counterpressures and, moreover, ranked first for 
counterpressure regains. To cite one player specifically, the 
Austrian side’s right midfielder Enock Mwepu achieved a total 
of 46 recoveries over his six group-stage appearances, working 
out at an average of 7.7 per match – more, for example, than 
the Chelsea duo of Jorginho and N’Golo Kanté. Salzburg also 
recorded the highest number of shots from counterattacks, 
with an average of 2.67 per game. 

Dušan Fitzel offered the following analysis of how teams 
responded after winning the ball, saying: “It seems they 
aren’t trying to do a lot of fouls but to win the ball cleanly and 
immediately change the direction – either with a penetrating 
pass forward to a striker, going through the offside line, or using 
the width with a diagonal pass.”

Salzburg counter 
pressure v Atlético

Salzburg’s counterpressures 
for their group stage match 
at home to Atlético

SALZBURG FIRST FOR 
COUNTERPRESSURE REGAINS

COUNTER-
PRESSURE 
REGAINS

Salzburg
Leipzig
Bayern

Barcelona
Midtjylland

Sevilla
Real Madrid

Chelsea
Dortmund

Ferencváros 
Marseille
Atalanta

Olympiacos
Krasnodar

Liverpool
Rennes

Inter
Man City

Porto
Başakşehir  

Man United
Atlético 

Paris
Juventus

Ajax
Shakhtar

Lokomotiv
Gladbach

Brugge
Lazio

Dynamo Kyiv
Zenit
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Edouard Mendy was five months shy of his 29th birthday 
when he made his Champions League debut in Chelsea’s 
opening group fixture against Sevilla. The clean sheet 
he kept in that goalless draw was the first of nine by the 
Senegalese international goalkeeper who ended the 
campaign with a save percentage of 91.2% – the highest 
in the competition, with only Borussia Dortmund’s Roman 
Bürki (90%) close to matching it. 

Bayern München’s Manuel Neuer, the goalkeeper with 
most clean sheets in 2019/20, earned the highest score on 
the expected goals prevented metric with a total of 5.37, 
followed by Liverpool’s Alisson Becker (4.24) and Paris 
Saint-Germain’s Keylor Navas (4.22).

GOALKEEPING

Edouard Mendy’s stunning 
record, differing tactics to 
playing out from the back 
and an Ederson wonder-pass 
all caught the eye

Chelsea goalkeeper 
Edouard Mendy
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Minimum 3 games played

Minimum 3 games played

CLEAN SHEETS
Edouard Mendy  Chelsea 

Ederson  Man City 

Alisson Becker  Liverpool 

Agustín Marchesín  Porto 

Thibaut Courtois  Real Madrid 

Manuel Neuer  Bayern 

Roman Bürki  Dortmund 

Anatolii Trubin  Shakhtar 

Keylor Navas  Paris 

Wojciech Szczęsny  Juventus 

7

9

5

5

4

3

3

3

2

2

Edouard Mendy  
Chelsea

Roman Bürki  
Dortmund

Pierluigi Gollini 
Atalanta

Manuel Neuer  
Bayern

Alisson Becker  
Liverpool

Keylor Navas 
Paris

Ederson  
Man City

Agustín Marchesín  
Porto

André Onana  
Ajax

Neto  
Barcelona

5.37

4.24 4.22
4.01

3.76

2.84
2.44 2.44 2.2

1.8

91.2%

90%

83.3%

81.4%

80.8%

78.3%

77.3%

76.3%

75%

75%
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PLAYING OUT
The 2020/21 campaign was the second following the 
change to the goal-kick rule which has enabled the ball 
to be played short inside the penalty area. As these 
figures show, teams have responded in different ways 
with two Italian clubs, Lazio and Atalanta, taking the 
most contrasting approaches: the Romans registered 
the highest percentage for goal-kicks played inside their 
box (64%) and the Bergamo side the lowest (8%). 

According to Packie Bonner, teams are still exploring 
“a better way of playing out and having the opportunity 
to maintain control of the game”. He observed that 
teams “are trying to drag the opposition into areas to 
create space higher up the pitch. A lot of passes were 
short back to the goalkeeper, with the goalkeeper then 
trying to clip balls into mid-range or longer.”

To shine a light on Lazio, goalkeeper Pepe 
Reina’s ability to get the ball forward quickly was 

GOALKEEPER PASSES

LEIPZIG ATALANTA

  UNSUCCESSFUL   SUCCESSFUL

  UNSUCCESSFUL   SUCCESSFUL

  UNSUCCESSFUL   SUCCESSFUL

  UNSUCCESSFUL   SUCCESSFUL

profitable on several occasions – in Serie A, it led 
to goals at Atalanta and Roma – while he would 
also look to play beyond the first line of pressure 
to Luis Alberto and Sergej Milinković-Savić. 

A specific point of interest was Lazio’s tactic of a 
centre-back playing the ball short to Reina. One obvious 
advantage of this approach was that the ball, played 
from the left side of the five-metre box, would reach 
the Spaniard on his stronger right foot each time. 
Another, as Bonner suggested, was that Reina now 
had marginally more time to pick his pass than if the 
ball had gone from goalkeeper to defender then back 
to goalkeeper in which case “the press would come on 
to him quicker”. An additional point made by Bonner 
was that with a ball moving from central defender to 
goalkeeper and then back to central defender, the latter 
now had “the freedom to move forward with the ball”.
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EDERSON’S WONDER-BALL
For Manchester City coach Pep Guardiola, the goalkeeper 
is not just the last line of defence but also the first point 
of attack. Nothing underlined this better than Ederson’s 
81m pass to Oleksandr Zinchenko in the lead-up to Riyad 
Mahrez’s opening goal in the semi-final second leg against 
Paris Saint-Germain. To wind back to the start of the build-
up, John Stones – some 10 metres inside his half – plays 
the ball back to Ederson who then plays it short to İlkay 
Gündoğan, drawing the Paris players into City territory. 
This image captures the action after Gündoğan has passed 

PERCENTAGE 
OF GOAL-KICKS 
RECEIVED IN 
THEIR OWN BOX

BOTTOM FIVE TOP FIVE 

Ederson’s 81m pass to 
team mate Oleksandr 
Zinchenko in the semi-final 
second leg against Paris 
Saint-Germain

back to Ederson: by now Paris have players pressing high 
in City’s half yet Ederson, who has taken one touch, is 
preparing to launch the ball high down the left flank for 
Zinchenko, who has already begun his sprint from inside 
his own half. The Ukrainian reaches the ball deep in Paris 
territory and squares it for Kevin De Bruyne, whose blocked 
shot runs to Mahrez who scores. “We know he [Ederson] is 
capable,” said the Algerian when asked afterwards if the 
move was rehearsed. “This is something we work on all the 
time and today it worked good.”

Lazio 64%

Leipzig 59%

Inter 58%

Salzburg 58%

Gladbach 54%

Başakşehir 16%

Krasnodar 14%

Shakhtar 13%

Midtjylland 10%

Atalanta 8%
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POSSESSION
Among the top 10 teams for the highest average 
possession, only two – first-placed Barcelona 
and Bayern München, who had ranked first a year 
earlier – had the lion’s share of the ball in every 
match they played. Runners-up Manchester 
City saw more of the ball in all but one of their 
matches, the semi-final second leg at home 
against Paris Saint-Germain when they prevailed 
2-0 with 44% of possession. 

Overall, of the 25 matches in the knockout 
stage that produced a winner, 16 were won 
by the team who had the majority of the ball. 
Noteworthy examples among the nine exceptions 
included Borussia Dortmund’s 3-2 victory at 
Sevilla and Porto’s 2-1 home win over Juventus 
(both 35%). 

Sixteen of 25 knockout ties were won 
by the team with the most possession

It seems no coincidence that three of the top 
five sides for possession were Spanish, with Pep 
Guardiola’s City up there too. As for champions 
Chelsea, they squeezed into the top 10 with an 
average share of 52%, having won games in both ways 
– with and without the ball. After more possession 
in both legs against Atlético de Madrid in the last 16, 
they beat Porto with 59% in their quarter-final first 
leg, but thereafter were second-best for possession in 
their four remaining matches – not least in their semi-
final second leg against Madrid (33%) and then the 
final (40%), both won without a goal conceded. 

Highlighting that possession does not automatically 
translate to superiority in both boxes, Chelsea created 
more chances in both of those matches: 14-6 against 
Madrid and 8-5 against City. 

Pedri caught 
the eye in the 

Barcelona midfield
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2021 Chelsea

2020 Bayern

2019 Liverpool

2018 Real Madrid

2017 Real Madrid

2016 Real Madrid

2015 Barcelona

2014 Real Madrid

2013 Bayern

2012 Chelsea

Barcelona

Man City

Sevilla

Bayern

Real Madrid

Ajax

Juventus

Leipzig

Liverpool 

Chelsea

When Barcelona won the 
competition under Pep 
Guardiola in 2009 and 2011, 
they registered an average 
possession rate of 63% and 
68% respectively. In the decade 
since, the only winning team 
to have passed the 60% mark 
were Bayern München with 
64% in 2020.

72%
Barcelona recorded 
the season’s highest 
possession percentage 
in their 1-1 draw  
at Paris Saint-Germain 

32%
Possession for İstanbul 
Bașașkehir in their  
2-1 win against 
Manchester United, 
the lowest share by  
any winning team  
from the group  
stage onwards

52%
Average possession  
per match of 
champions Chelsea

AVERAGE POSSESSION (%)

RECENT CHAMPIONS AVERAGE POSSESSION

62%

60%

60%

60%

58%

56%

55%

52%

52%

52%

AVERAGE POSSESSION TIME (secs)

Man City

Barcelona

Real Madrid

Inter

Juventus

Sevilla

Bayern

Dortmund

Paris

Lazio

32.3

31.1

29.2

27.8

27.1

26.5

26.2

25.7

24.4

23.6

52%

64%

50%

55%

53%

54%

59%

51%

54%

47%
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CROSSING
Sevilla use width to the maximum 

No team averaged more crosses from open play per 
game than Julen Lopetegui’s Sevilla. The Andalusian 
side’s average of 21.4 owed something to the flurries 
of centres registered in their round of 16 match at 
Borussia Dortmund (38) as well as the 3-2 group-
stage win over Krasnodar (36). Only Juventus, in their 
3-2 round of 16 second leg against Porto, managed 
more from open play in a single game (44).

Sevilla’s high total of crosses was a consequence 
of having two full-backs with a penchant for putting 
over balls – the veteran Jesús Navas and Marcos 
Acuña, who had arrived the previous summer 
to replace Sergio Reguilón in the left-back role. 
Navas – who has made the conversion from winger 
to full-back later in his career – ended the season 
having averaged the most crosses per game (9.2), 
yet he ranked joint-third for most completed crosses 

Minimum of three games played

MOST CROSSES PER MATCH 
(Average per team)

Sevilla

Inter

Bayern

Juventus

Rennes

Zenit

Başakşehir

Real Madrid

Atlético

Brugge

17.5

16.5

15.9

14.5

13.7

13.2

13.1

12.9

12.8

21.4

(16), behind Juventus’s Juan Cuadrado (26) and 
Salzburg’s Dominik Szoboszlai (22). 

In the case of the 33-year-old Cuadrado, he 
completed the most crosses during a campaign in 
which he operated as a right-back in a 1-4-4-2 (as 
against Porto when he delivered 15 of that number) 
and also as a wing-back when the Bianconeri 
switched to a 1-3-4-3. Averaging seven centres 
per match, Cuadrado ended 2020/21 with 26 
completed crosses and six assists – more than any 
other player on both counts. 

In an era when many wide attackers play the 
role of inverted wingers, the onus on full-backs to 
deliver crosses is reflected by the fact that nine of 
the ten players with most crosses on average were 
full-backs, with Bayern München’s Kingsley Coman 
the solitary exception.
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A heatmap showing 
Juan Cuadrado’s 

touches against Porto

33
Crosses put in by Juan 
Cuadrado in Juventus’s 
Round of 16 second 
leg v Porto, 20 of them 
from open play

8
Crosses completed 
by Joshua Kimmich in 
Bayern’s home loss to 
Paris. Only Cuadrado, 
with 15 against Porto, 
completed more in a 
single match

MOST CROSSES PER MATCH  
(Average per player)

Jesús Navas Sevilla

Juan Cuadrado Juventus

Marcos Acuña Sevilla

Kingsley Coman Bayern 

Angeliño Leipzig

Lucas Vázquez Real Madrid

Luke Shaw Man United

Alex Telles Man United

Gergő Lovrencsics Ferencváros

Trent Alexander-Arnold Liverpool

9.2

7

6

4.4

4.3

4.1

4

4

4

3.9
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FITNESS
Porto’s Zaidu Sanusi 
produced the fastest 
sprint while wide players 
led the way in the 
pace categories and 
midfielders dominated in 
terms of distance covered

Porto defender 
Zaidu in action 
against Marseille

WIDE BOYS
In his first season of Champions League football, Porto  
left-back Zaidu made a noteworthy impression with his pace, 
the Nigerian international recording the fastest sprint of 
34.49 as he surged up the wing to make himself available for 
an overlap in the home group stage fixture against Marseille. 
Overall, Zaidu was one of seven wide players among the top ten, 
with five full-backs or wing-backs among that number in Hans 
Hateboer, Kyle Walker, Achraf Hakimi and Alphonso Davies as 
well as Zaidu. 

Second on the list was Chelsea’s Mason Mount, an attacking 
midfield player recognised by UEFA’s observers for his work rate 
in transition from attack to defence. The only player in the top 
ten who consistently operated from a central position was the 
Dortmund centre-back Manuel Akanji. 

KEEPING PACE
Across the eight appearances he made in the 2020/21 Champions League, 
Real Madrid right-back Lucas Vázquez averaged more sprints per match than 
any other player. This allowed him to make an impact at both ends of the field, 
such as at Borussia Mönchengladbach in the group stage when he delivered 11 
crosses from open play, or in the 3-1 quarter-final victory over Liverpool when 
– as highlighted by UEFA observer Ginés Meléndez – he worked hard to restrict 
the threat of Liverpool’s Sadio Mané while joining the attack at every possible 
opportunity, and providing the throw-in for his side’s third goal.

MOST SPRINTS (average per match)

FASTEST SPRINTS (km/h)
Zaidu Porto 34.49 v Marseille

Mason Mount Chelsea 34.38 v Real Madrid 

Manuel Akanji Dortmund 34.2 v Man City 

Hans Hateboer Atalanta 34.06 v Liverpool

Kyle Walker Man City 33.98 v Dortmund 

Ousmane Dembélé Barcelona 33.98 v Paris 

Achraf Hakimi Inter 33.98 v Shakhtar 

Leroy Sané Bayern 33.91 v Paris 

Ivan Perišić Inter 33.77 v Real Madrid 

Alphonso Davies Bayern 33.77 v Paris 

Emre Can Dortmund 33.3 v Man City

Raphaël Varane Real Madrid 33.3 v Inter 

Antonio Rüdiger Chelsea 33.3 v Porto

Mohamed Salah Liverpool 33.3 v Atalanta 

Duván Zapata Atalanta 33.3 v Real Madrid 

Lucas Vázquez
Real Madrid

Jonas Hofmann
Gladbach

Curtis Jones
Liverpool

Achraf Hakimi
Inter

Ciro Immobile
Lazio

Phil Foden
Man City

Angeliño
Leipzig

Viktor Tsygankov
Dynamo Kyiv

Enock Mwepu
Salzburg

Mohamed Salah
Liverpool

Nicolò Barella
Inter

Hans Hateboer
Atalanta

Dušan Tadić
Ajax

Daler Kuzyaev
Zenit

Joaquín Correa
Lazio

61.63

61.6

55

51.6

50.8

50.62

50.43

50.4

49.33

48.5

48.5

48.5

48.17

47.67

47.63Kai Havertz (Chelsea), Marcus Rashford (Man Utd), Phil Foden (Man City) 
and Dominik Szoboloszlai (Salzburg) also recorded sprints of 33.3 km/h
Sprints higher than 25km/h Minimum of five matches played
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AVE DISTANCE COVERED PER TEAM (km)

GOING THE DISTANCE
Three teams apiece from Italy and Germany – plus a German-
coached side in Jürgen Klopp’s Liverpool – featured among the ten 
clubs who covered the most distance on average per match in the 
2020/21 competition. At the other end of the table, only one of 
the seven sides who covered the least ground actually survived the 
group stage but, interestingly, that was Paris-Saint-Germain. They 
reached the semi-finals despite averaging 104.21 km per match – 
the lowest of the 32 teams who participated in the group stage.

Lazio

Krasnodar

Gladbach

Liverpool

Brugge

Dortmund

Juventus

Midtjylland

Dynamo Kyiv

Leipzig

Inter

Ajax

Zenit

Ferencváros

Shakhtar

Bayern

Man City

Atalanta

Real Madrid

Sevilla

Chelsea

Porto

Salzburg

Atlético

Barcelona

Rennes

Lokomotiv

Man United

Olympiacos

Marseille

Başakşehir

Paris

 Extra time excluded from the data

116.13

115.22

115.08

114.76

114.54

113.88

113.72

113.52

112.88

112.84

112.4

112.05

111.78

111.08

110.79

110.22

109.97

109.8

109.59

109.34

109.23

108.94

108.79

108.35

108.16

107.85

106.29

106.13

105.64

105.37

104.84

104.21

AVERAGE DISTANCE COVERED PER 
PLAYER (km per match)

If the engine room is a popular synonym for the central area of 
the football field, then it might be fair to describe midfield players 
as pistons. The 2020/21 ranking for average distance covered 
underlines the energy supplied by these players who occupy the 
midfield roles: 13 of the top 20 are nominally central midfield  
players and another, Bayern München’s Joshua Kimmich,  
 a defensive midfield player. 

No club was better represented than Borussia Mönchengladbach, 
with three players among the top ten – midfield duo Christoph 
Kramer and Florian Neuhaus, and Jonas Hofmann, an attacking 
midfielder/winger. Two other attacking players on the list are Ajax’s 
Dušan Tadić and Dynamo Kyiv’s Viktor Tsygankov. In the case of 
Tadić, the 32-year-old Serbian ranked first in 2018/19 and the 
32-year-old’s powers of endurance kept him in the top ten for the 
third season running. Meanwhile, Atlético de Madrid’s Koke made a 
second successive appearance in the top ten and Club Brugge’s Hans 
Vanaken – 11th in 2019/20 – was placed sixth for this campaign.

Lazio’s Francesco Acerbi was the only central defender among the 
20 players to have covered the most distance. This was a reflection 
of his role as the most forward-looking of his side’s three centre-
backs; indeed his license to attack meant that of the Lazio squad,  
he ranked joint fifth for most passes in the final third (51), supplying 
21 open-play crosses and ten chances in his eight appearances.

Christoph Kramer Gladbach 12.2

Alex Sandro Juventus 12.03

Joshua Kimmich Bayern 11.71

Nicolò Barella Inter 11.7

Jonas Hofmann Gladbach 11.67

Hans Vanaken Brugge 11.53

Dušan Tadić Ajax 11.48

Lucas Vázquez Real Madrid 11.48

Florian Neuhaus Gladbach 11.32

Koke Atlético 11.09

Mykola Shaparenko Dynamo Kyiv 11.07

Sergej Milinković-Savić Lazio 11.06

Francesco Acerbi Lazio 11

Ruud Vormer Brugge 10.96

Yann M’Vila Olympiacos 10.92

Curtis Jones Liverpool 10.89

Sérgio Oliveira Porto 10.87

Mahmoud Dahoud Dortmund 10.86

Viktor Tsygankov Dynamo Kyiv 10.83

Enock Mwepu Salzburg 10.78

FULL COVERAGE
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2021 Chelsea FC 

2020 FC Bayern München

2019 Liverpool FC 

2018 Real Madrid CF

2017 Real Madrid CF

2016 Real Madrid CF

2015 FC Barcelona

2014 Real Madrid CF

2013 FC Bayern München

2012 Chelsea FC

2011 FC Barcelona

2010 FC Internazionale Milano

2009 FC Barcelona

2008 Manchester United

2007 AC Milan

2006 FC Barcelona

2005 Liverpool FC

2004 FC Porto

2003 AC Milan

2002 Real Madrid CF

2001 FC Bayern München

2000 Real Madrid CF

1999 Manchester United

1998 Real Madrid CF

1997 Borussia Dortmund

1996 Juventus

1995 AFC Ajax

1994 AC Milan

1993 Olympique de Marseille

1992 FC Barcelona

1991 FK Crvena zvezda

1990 AC Milan

1989 AC Milan

1988 PSV Eindhoven

1987 FC Porto

1986 FC Steaua Bucureşti

1985 Juventus

1984 Liverpool FC

1983 Hamburger SV

1982 Aston Villa FC

1981 Liverpool FC

1980 Nottingham Forest FC

1979 Nottingham Forest FC

1978 Liverpool FC

1977 Liverpool FC

1976 FC Bayern München

1975 FC Bayern München

1974 FC Bayern München

1973 AFC Ajax

1972 AFC Ajax

1971 AFC Ajax

1970 Feyenoord

1969 AC Milan

1968 Manchester United

1967 Celtic FC

1966 Real Madrid CF

1965 FC Internazionale Milano

1964 FC Internazionale Milano

1963 AC Milan

1962 SL Benfica

1961 SL Benfica

1960 Real Madrid CF

1959 Real Madrid CF

1958 Real Madrid CF

1957 Real Madrid CF

1956 Real Madrid CF
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